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"Celebrating 75 years of Excellence"
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SPORTS
Football hosts Akron;
Men's tennis hosts Keefe Invite;
Volleyball begins MAC play;
weekend sports previewed

Campus • Former dean remembered
State • Lawyer sues own firm
Nation • Kevorkian arraigned
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Bowling Green, Ohio

Sweet Dreams

Kelly RigoThc BC Ncwi

Brad White, a Junior environmental science major takes a nap on a bench outside of Williams hall. He
said he was looking for a quiet spot to relax. White said that he was "studying the clouds," but it looked

as If he was studying the insides of his eyelids. Weather Thursday was bright and sunny, allowing students to relax and enjoy the afternoon.

Women's conference ends
Charles Hutzler
The Associated Press

Lesbians' rights dropped
from final 150-page draft

BEIJING -- The world's
biggest women's gathering was
ending Friday as it began: with
The Beijing government had
calls for solidarity, heartfelt culture to touch lives as diverse
hopes for change -- and remin- as those of an African village hungered for the prestige of
ders that even a common cause dweller and an American work- hosting a high-profile international event. But during the gathing woman.
can bring uncommon discord.
The language might have been ering, it reacted angrily to critiThe Fourth World Conference
on Women - two weeks of official bureaucratic, but for women the cism, and at times subjected conU.N. meetings preceded by a world over, the issues were vivid ference participants to security
intrusive by world standards,
freewheeling week of seminars and immediate.
The platform denounced sys- though not approaching the zeal
and protests in a muddy tent city
outside Beijing - was poised to tematic rape as a weapon of war with which it polices its own citiapprove an ambitious plan to and called for an end to traffick- zens.
As the conference was drawing
forge a new partnership between ing in women. It spoke out for
more women in decision-making ' to a close, the government's sigh
the world's men and women.
But as the 5,000 delegates dis- roles, and worked to balance the of relief was almost audible.
covered, agreeing on how to go
about that wasn't easy.
Despite unity on the overriding
goal - bettering everyone's lives
by bettering the lives of women divisions on specific points
sparked passionate, sometimes
painful arguments among the 189
Marjorie Margolies-Mezvinsky
member states.
Lesbian rights were debated
U.S. delegation deputy chairwoman
for the first time at the U.N.
level, but were dropped from the
"We're delighted we have sucfinal draft early Friday. More rights of children and their parlast-minute bargaining took ents. It urged equal inheritance cessfully fulfilled our obligation
place over whether human rights rights and decried on-the-job to the UN.," Foreign Ministry
spokesman Chen Jian told reand sexual freedoms should vary sexual harassment.
according to religious and cul"This is an important docu- porters Thursday.
For all the debate and discustural traditions.
ment for women, for our daughtThe full conference was to vote ers, for the next century," said sion, it appeared few minds were
on the document later Friday and U.S. delegate Linda Tarr-Whelan. changed in Beijing. Many apFor China, the conference was peared set to leave with the same
then adjourn.
The final ISO-page platform an object lesson in being careful opinions as when they arrived.
was a sprawling affair, seeking of what you wish for ~ lest it
Throughout the conference,
to cut across lines of class and come true.
predominantly Catholic coun-

"What has emerged from this conference is ...
consensus in the global community that
improving the lives of women makes for
strong, healthy and loving families."

tries often teamed up with mostly Muslim nations to fight provisions they believe would encourage immorality, including any
mention of homosexuality.
The Sudanese minister for
social planning, Mariam Osman,
told reporters she was distressed
that what she termed "absolute
sexual rights" would be in the
platform - apparently referring
to a provision calling for women's sexual choices to be made
free from violence, coercion or
discrimination.
About two dozen countries said
they would lodge objections in
some form to tliat part of the
platform, which is non-binding
but intended to serve as a guide
for governments.
The Vatican - which kept a low
profile but lobbied hard behind
the scenes - consistently described the platform as antifamily, and was particularly
critical of the platform's section
on health.
"It is only focusing on sexual
things," spokesman Joaquin Navarro-Valls complained of the
platform's health section.
But the document's defenders
said that was missing the point.
"What has emerged from this
conference is ... consensus in the
global community that improving the lives of women makes for
strong, healthy and loving families," said U.S. delegation deputy
chairwoman Marjorie MargoliesMezvinsky, a former Democratic
congresswoman from Pennsylvania

Falcon Football fp&-./i

Henry injured;
Niemet to start
Scott Brown
The BC News
Ryan Henry will miss Saturday's Akron game and redshirt
freshman Bob Niemet will get his
first ever career start at quarterback. Falcon football coach
Gary Blackney announced on
Thursday.
Henry, a 3rd-year starter for
Bowling Green, suffered a
bruised shoulder in last week's
win over Missouri. Although the
injury is to his left (non-throwing) shoulder and not serious,
Henry will still be kept or the
sidelines for precautionary
reasons.
Niemet, who doubles as a
pitcher for the Falcon baseball
team, has yet to see a single snap
in a collegiate game. He did get
significant time in spring ball
when Henry and then-backup
Derek Kidwell were injured.
When the junior Kidwell left
the team last week, it opened the
door for the Columbus native to
move into the backup role.
Niemet is considered by most
familiar with the program to be
the Falcons' quarterback of the
future.

Niemet
Senior fullback Darius Card
and sophomore linebacker Brian
Manns will also miss the game
with injuries, Blackney said on
Thursday.
Akron comes in with a record
of 0-1 after losing to Eastern
Michigan, 49-29, in their opener.
Bowling Green pasted the Zips
45-0 a season ago.
A comprehensive preview of
Saturday's game, as well as previews for the rest of Bowling
Green athletics' weekend events,
appears beginning on page 7.
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E.A.R. tothe
Ground...

A cool wind ruffled my paraI mean, back when I was 12
chute pants as I stepped out onto
the playground. My sleeveless years old, the possibility of beneon sweatshirt gleamed in the coming a game tester for Atari
sun. Today was a day of reckon- seemed very real. And I knew if
that didn't work out I could aling.
Every day at 11:30, for the past ways be president. I mean, Ruthtwo years, I'd reach into my velcro kangaroo-pouch boots and
give my milk money to Sean
Strauss, play-yard bully. But not
anymore.
Today, I was going to take a
stand. Today, I was going to fight
back with everything my 11
i years taught me. Today, I was going to try to knee Sean in Uie
] balls.
I missed. And he kicked my
lass.
I Ah, the memories. Seems like I
catch myself reminiscing a lot
lately.
I'm pretty sure that's because
I'm getting old. I don't mean
"real old." But I can feel the soft
spring of my adolescence fading
into the summer of my young
adulthood. Sounds almost pretty
when you say it that way.
erford B. Hayes was president.
Actually, it means I've past my Enough said. By the way, does
sexual prime. And I'm starting to anyone else wonder what sort of
feel like a grown-up.
wacky presidential memorabilia
I know what all you "real Rutherford B. Hayes' birthplace
grown-ups" are thinking: "Hey, might contain?
you're only 21 years old, you've
Anyway, that was before I ingot your whole life ahead of you: haled, and Intelevision captured
marriage, career, a family - the the gaming market. Now I just
whole works.
kinda hope the University will let
And that's what really scares me drive the zamboni at home

peiffer

games.
Everything was simpler back
then. For example:
I remember when I used to be
really flustered following a night
when I wet the bed. Anymore,
I'm pretty upset after an evening
of "dry dreams."
I can actually recall a time
when the USA network didn't
have "Wings." Now they've got
more "Wings" than an Indigo
Girls concert has gym teachers.
I can even picture an era when
Michael Jackson was cool. Well,
maybe not. But you get the idea.
The point is I've got to grow up
sometime. But how?
I turned to my parents for advice. After all. I figured, they
seemed to be pretty successful
elders.
"Dad, I feel like I'm getting
old," I confessed over my longdistance connection.
"Well, Joe, this happens," my
dad replied. "Pretty soon you'll
be growing hair In strange
places, your acne will clear up,
and son, someday son, you'll be a
man."
Not quite the answer I was
looking for, but I pressed on.
"Dad I'm 21 years old," I replied. "And my chest hair consists of six follicles - three hairs
around each nipple. But that's not
the point. I'm feeling some pain
here."
"Joan, the crazy son wants to

EA.R. understands that radio stations change formats and play different styles of music. But when
Soft Rock 101.5 FM changed from adult contemporary to
Hot Smokin' 101 The River, the station played "Friends
in Low Places" for 48 hours straight. This is a little much
for even the most die-hard country fans.
***
With lines in the Union Computer Lab growing by
leaps and bounds, E.A.R. thinks it would be nice if certain extra-friendly computer users would curb their
"reach-out-and-touch-someone" tendencies. Time spent
filling screens with Ms. July pictures and hooking into
the http://hot.monkey.love newsgroup might be better
spent letting someone else write their 10-page War of
1812 paper due the next day.
•^toNdfld RON shoh) 1
***
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Burns?" quagmire, WBGU has bumped off the Shark,
wHAr n (j\>J vo \-cfi YCK>I
their once mighty mascot. E.A.R. might consider loaning
them The News' official mascot -- The Information
Aardvark, better known as Sniffy the Snout. Or maybe
WBGU should just hire Chief Wahoo. That's a tough call.
No matter what you thought of the Black Swamp Arts
Festival itself, the event did allow us to get a good look at
the dogs of this town. Everywhere you looked there were
people walking their four-legged furry friends. It's nice
to know that a town like Bowling Green can have such a
large variety of good- looking dogs (read anything into
this last sentence that you want).
*•*
Looking back on the music tor the halftime show at the
first home football game (the only part of that first game
we're willing to look back on), we think the band should
be commended for putting on a fine performance. We do
have one thought, though. They played the theme song
for the "Superman" movies and the "Batman" movies,
why didn't they play the theme song from the "Shaft"
movies?
• **
The News realizes it made a bad judgement call concerning the Black Swamp Arts Festival coverage by putting a negative story on the cover and all the good ones
inside. We deeply regret the lack of judgement, and we've told a lot of people that. However, the endless phone
calls are getting a little ridiculous - we get the point. It's
a week old now, folks. Get over it.
*•*
It looks like we are having a Cedar Point rally here on
campus - bright yellow shirts everywhere you turn. If
you can't be original, at least pick a better color.
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talk to you," my dad said as he
handed the receiver to my unsuspecting mother. "He's worried about his nipple hair.
Again."
I love my parents.
"Could be worse, Joe. Your
Uncle Ralph has back hair," my
mom offered.
"No, Mom, this isn't about my
nipple hair," I tried to explain.
"It's about getting old."
"What's the problem?"
"It's just the whole thing - before you know I'll be 30 years old.
By the time I'm 30 I should be
well underway with my career,
I'll have the responsibilities of a
family ~ hell, Thurstin Avenue
might even be paved," I babbled,
knowing full well that Thurstin
Avenue will never be finished.
"Joe, everything will be all
right," my mom reassured me.
"Really?" I asked.
"No, Joe, but if you believe in
yourself and keep working hard,
someday you'll make it," my
mom said reassuringly.
And you know what? My mom
was right.
I awoke this morning to a
brand new chest mane - two
fresh locks sprouted around each
nipple.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday columnist for The News. Questions,
comments and concerns can be
sent to jpeiffe@bgnet.bgse.edu.
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Conformity obstructs truth
In the centuries that followed
the High Renaissance the Catholic Church turned a conservative
eye towards art. Many of the
great frescoes by Raphael and
Michaelangelo were altered by
minions of the church; absurd fig
leaves were painted over the bodies of many of the figures painted
by the great artists so as not to
make the viewer uncomfortable.
In the eighteenth century the
tragedies of Shakespeare were
altered to conform to the fashions of the day. The tragic endings of King Lear and Romeo and
Juliet were changed so as not io
leave the audience feeling depressed and unable to enjoy their
dinners. Miraculous resurrections from the dead were
enacted, and elaborate wedding
feasts were staged so that
theater-goers could go home feeling good about life.
Now religion itself, so often the
villain of censorship disputes,
has become the victim of one.
This month a brand new edition
of the Bible is being published.
The New Testament and Psalms,
an Inclusive Version. Oxford
Press, a fairly conservative religious publisher, is unleashing a
politically correct Bible.
How can the Bible be made politically correct? By referring to
God as "Father/Mother" and to
Jesus as the "human one." By
adapting the Ten Commandments to fit modern views of
family life and male/female relationships, and by toning down
the language and philosophy in
the Bible found to be politically
unpalatable.
It could very well be that this
Bible could give many people
comfort. Many of my friends who
consider themselves Christians
have decided that much of the
Bible is open to interpretation.
Indeed, it must be very difficult
for someone to assume mainstream views of male and female

roles in society, family life and
today's countlesss sexual issues
while believing the Bible to be an
absolute truth. The Bible is unabashedly patriarchal and depicts
a God who has little patience with
homosexuals and nonbelievers.
If the Bible is true, there must be

Roark D.
ten times more people in hell
than heaven.
But I suspect that this new Bible is a symptom of a society that
has grown soft. I doubt there is
an equally inclusive version of
the Koran in the works. Why is
whitewashing the Bible any
different than painting fig leaves
over frescoes? Shouldn't Christianity attract or repulse potential followers by standing firm?
Much of the history and philosophy of the western world grew
from what was written on those
pages. Our myths, our literature,
and our views about life are
strongly Influenced by the Bible.
Whether or not one is a Christian
- and I am not - one is culturally
illiterate without knowledge of
the Bible. Centuries of art and
music have grown from it.
One of the most loved and
hated novels of the twentieth

century.The Last Temptation of
Christ explores the concept of
Jesus having been born a weak
human being and yet able to
achieve divinity. But it would be
pointless without the prior existence of the Bible. Shakespeare,
Nietzche and hundreds of other
writers and thinkers have examined and explored the ideas in the
Bible, and have given the
western world a wealth of ideas
from which we have shaped ourselves as thinkers and as human
beings.
If someone finds the ideas in
the Bible to be harsh and unforgiving, they should move on in
search of something else. But it
seems we are caught between
finding ourselves lost in the
darkness of uncertainty and facing uncomfortable inflexibilities
In the Bible.
Not long ago a group was
formed called, "Jews for Jesus."
It was made up of people who
were born Jewish and yet were
attracted by Christianity. Rather
than convert to one or the other
they formed a hybrid. Even
though Jews are awaiting the arrival of the messiah and Christians believe he's been through
here already, this group seems to
believe both. Like the new Bible
this concept seems to go contrary
to the idea that religion is an absolute truth and that human beings must accept it or refuse it in
favor of other ideas.
I attended a performance of
Macbeth at a Shakespeare Festival over the summer. As the
witches tossed their foul ingredients into the potion I waited to
see if they would utter the line,
"Liver of Blaspheming Jew."
They didn't. The director had
removed the line, presumably to
avoid offending Jewish audience
members. Shakespeare's plays,
like the Bible, contain a lot of
phrases and ideas that go against
modern thought. But does that

r.

mean they are so dangerous we
need to remove them?
Many people in this country
feel as though we need to move
closer to Christianity in order to
improve as a society. Religious
groups such as the Christian Coalition have been formed to influence politics and education. I
would be very surprised to hear
support for the new Bible in the
Coalition's ranks.
Other people, myself included,
believe that we should seriously
rethink some of our attitudes derived from Christianity. The fact
that it isn't very inclusive is one
reason to take a second look. But
the way to do it is to examine the
Christian religion as it stands,
not by asking for it to be softened
like baby food. Most religions are
challenging; that is the point. We
can't seriously ponder the ideas
in the Bible unless we have the
courage to confront them uncensored.

CORRECTION
Tom Hollender, a sophomore Aerotechnology
major, was incorrectly
identified as Casey O'Brien
in a feature photo in the
Wednesday edition.The
News regrets the mistake.

CLARIFICATION
Dawn Mays is a graduate
and full-time employee of
the University, rather than
a graduate student, as was
stated in "Group to unify
minorities" in Thursday's
edition of The News. In the
same story, Multicultural
Activities was said to come
about from a group effort
by organizations. Rather, it
is a result of restructuring
within Student Affairs. The
News regrets the confusion.
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Summer Nights

Pope visits Africa

Weekend movies
Several movies will be
showing this weekend at
Olscamp Hall and the Gish
Film Theatre.
"Bad Boys," starring Will
Smith and Martin
Lawrence, is showing in
Room 111 of Olscamp Hall
on tonight and Saturday
night. The film, in which
Smith and Lawrence play
two Miami police officers,
plays at 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
and midnight.
Tonight the Gish Film
Theatre presents the 194S
musical "The Harvey
Girls." The musical film,
directed by George Sidney,
stars Judy Garland as a
waitress in a railroad restaurant. The song "On the
Atchinson, Topeka and the
Santa Fe," won an Academy
Award for best song at the
1946 ceremony.
On Saturday night, The
Gish Film Theatre presents
the 1937 musical "Maytime." The musical film, directed by Robert Leonard,
stars Jeanette MacDonald
as an opera star and Nelson
Eddy as a penniless singer
who fall in love.
Both films at the Gish
Film Theatre show at 7:30
and are free.

Fiction reading
Anne Finger, an award
winning author, will be
reading from her novel
"Bone Truth," and other
works at 8:00 tonight in
Prout Chapel.
Finger's previous books
include "Past Due: A Story
of Disability, Pregnancy
and Birth," published by
Seal Press and a collection
of, short stories titled "Basic
Skills.
In 1988, Fingers recieved
the Southern Review/Lousiana State University short fiction award
for the best short stories
collection published in 1988.
She also won the Associated
Press Writing Programs Award for Short Fiction in
1987.

YAOUNDE, Cameroon ~ With
celebrations and challenges
awaiting, Pope John Paul II arrived in Africa Thursday on a trip
that tests the fabric that meshes
the Church and the continent's
social and political crises.
The high point of the six-day
trip will also be one of the milestones of John Paul's 17-year papacy: kissing the ground in South
Africa, now free of the scourge of
apartheid.
After a S 1/2-hour flight, John
Paul landed in Cameroon Thursday afternoon and was met by
President Paul Biya, whose authoritarian style prompted some
criticism of the pope's decision to
visit.
"Since he opted to come, the
pope owes Cameroonians the
high task of pulling Biya by the
ear in a severe warning," The
Herald newspaper said in an editorial today.
Biya was elected in 1992 balloting that was widely condemned
as rigged. He also faces a possible secessionist drive by the English-speaking minority, which accuses the francophonedominated government of discrimination.
Anglophone groups were hoping to win papal support for their
cause during this visit, the pope's
second to Cameroon in 10 years.
Small groups of people waving
Vatican flags and pounding on
drums and traditional wooden instruments waited today along the
winding roads of the mountainous capital, Yaounde, which was
cleared of litter, prostitutes and
most street vendors.
The pope appealed for "respect
and freedom for different beliefs
and religions" in Cameroon, a
crossroads of cultures and religions. He also denounced the "insecurity and violence" that has
claimed many lives, including
Monsignor Yves Plumey in 1991."
The body of the 79-year-old
cleric was found tied to his bed.
The murder has not been solved.
"We cannot forget the grief and
the conflicts that afflict many nations ... because human rights and
the dignity of everyone is not
guaranteed by law," he said.
Speaking to reporters traveling
with him, the pope blamed Islamic fundamentalists for much of
the inter-faith problems.
"We are always looking for a
dialogue with (Muslims) and to
move close to them," the pope
said Thursday. "But the fundamentalists make it very difficult."

HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
would like to thank the following sponsors of the
HSA/HP fall picnic:
• BG BALLOONS
• WINGS ON THE WIND
• WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5
• WALDENBOOKS
• ON CUE
• LUCA PIZZA
• IN GOOD TASTE
• FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS (Woodland Mall)
• HOTEL LOBBY DONUTS
• KALEIDOSCOPE
• MADHATTER MUSIC
• COSMOS
• SUBWAY
• BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
•TEN BELOW

Today, the pope plans to present a document addressing the
many problems facing Africa and
the Church on the continent.
The message is expected to denounce rights abuses and poverty, but stop short of demands
by some African clerics for
greater merging of Roman Catholic traditions and native beliefs
such as ancestor worship and polygamy. Some priests have insisted those changes were necessary to keep the Church relevant
for the continent's 90 million
Catholics.
The pope refused to visit South
Africa while it was under whiteminority rule, which ended last
year. A 1988 storm forced the papal plane to land in South Africa,
but John Paul refused to plant the
kiss that traditionally marks a
first-time visit.
John Paul will also visit Kenya
before returning to Rome Sept.
20.
The papal schedule on this trip,
his 67th, reflects the less hectic
pace adopted by the 75-year-old
John Paul since hip-replacement
surgery last year. He has just two
events scheduled each day and no
side trips to villages or parishes
as in past years.

Hurricane
bean

hits

Carib-

FORT-DE-FRANCE, Martinique - The fourth hurricane to hit
the Caribbean in as many weeks
- this one named Marilyn - raced
westward on Thursday, raking
Martinique and Dominica and
menacing islands westward.
Marilyn threatened to brush
past St. Martin, the Dutch-French
island devastated by Hurricane
Luis last week.
This year's hurricane season is
one of the busiest on record, according to the U.S. National Hurricane Center in Miami. There
were 14 named tropical storms
and hurricanes by Sept. 14 in
1936 and 1993; this year has seen
13.
With 2 1/2 months to go, the
season that began June 1 seems
set to maintain the frenetic pace
set by Hurricane Erin, followed
by Hurricane Felix, Tropical
Storm Iris and Hurricane Luis.

Derek Neas/AP Photo

Silhouetted against the fading summer sunset, a young spectator at a Virginia high school football
game gets a better view of the action from a goalpost on an adjacent practice field.

The season runs until Nov. 30.
Heavy seas, high winds and
rain squalls hit Martinique on
Thursday, causing severe flooding in the southern towns of
Francois, Vauclin and RivierePilote.
Strong winds blew roofs off
houses on the north coast while
flames engulfed one home in
Marigot. Authorities could not
pinpoint the cause of the fire.
There were no reports of injuries.
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W ATTENTION! °M
The Obsidian news publication
has openings for
the following positions:
*

creative people (needed most)
advertising sales representatives
contributing writers
office secretary
photographers
cartoonists
writers

It'you think you can fill any of these
positions, or want to contribute in anv way
to The Obsidian, call Sakeenah at 373-3627
or Craig at 354-4307.

You Are The 12th Man!

Pre-Game Special
Noon - 3pm

Saturday, September 16th

Buy Any 2 Footlongs
and Get One —i

FREE

Conference Opener!

• Must be of equal
or lesser value.

BG FALCONS
VS.
AKRON ZIPS

.SUB

Tomorrow 3:30 PM

Available at
Campus Subway
524 E. Wooster
352-8500

Barney's East
1602 E. Wooster
354-2800

Just Present Your Student I.D. For Easy Admission I

i

Colored Ink

Campus
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Sexual aggressiveness
may reflect early life
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Kelly Rlgo/ThcBGNewi

Seniors Rodney Bauer, Michael Sturniolo, Todd Herkey, and junior Tim Collier lake a break Thursday afternoon from biking across from University Hall.

LOS ANGELES - A new study
suggests that men who are sexually aggressive may give clues on
their eventual behavior earlier in
life.
Psychologists at the University
of California at Los Angeles have
found that men who dominate
and mistreat women when they
are young may have a tendency
to commit sexual harassment and
sexual assault later in life.
The study, authored by Neil
Malamuth, traced the behavioral
tendencies of 172 men for 10

years.
Malamuth listed risk characteristics of each man, ranking
them in numerous categories, including: the acceptance of violence against women; general
hostility; sexual appetite; being
uncomfortable stepping outside
traditional male roles; exaggerated masculinty; impersonal sex;
and others.

"It's not fair to say that
someone who exhibits some or all
of these characteristics will turn
out to be a rapist but attitude
does give some indication on
later behavior," Malamuth says.
"Men who show signs of sexual
aggression sometimes act on
these feelings."
Although Malamuth says a
high level of stress also can conMalamuth found that eight of tribute to sexual aggressiveness,
the nine men who topped the risk he cautions against making hasty
characteristics admitted to being decisions on a person because of
sexually aggressive toward stress levels.

First music college dean led accomplished life
HeatherCvengros
The BG News
The University's first dean of
the College of Musical Arts
passed away Saturday, Sept. 9,
after a long illness.
James Paul Kennedy joined the
University in 1936. Leading and
growing the music program was
a vital part of his 42-year career.
In 1948, Kennedy became the
director of choral activities and
won awards for the performances of the A Cappella Choir,
Men's Glee Club and Women's
Chorus.
The music department became
the School of Music in 1957 and

Kennedy served as its first director. In 1970, the school became
independent of the College of
Education, and four years later,
the College of Musical Arts was
established with Kennedy as its
first dean.
Kennedy stepped down as dean
in 1975 to return to teaching, but
not before the college became
one of only 31 schools in the
country to offer a doctoral program, and not before the University Board of Trustees honored
him by naming him a trustee
professor of music.
When Kennedy retired three
years later, his 42 years of service was the longest tenure by a

faculty member in University
history.
Kennedy contributed much to
the University as well as society.
In 1982, the Green Room in the
newly built Moore Musical Arts
Center was named in his honor.
During Kennedy's career, he
founded the Ohio State Administrators of Music Schools Association, was vice president for
the National Association of
Schools of Music and was president of the East-Central Division
of the Music Teachers National
Association.
Kennedy was born and raised
in a Methodist parsonage near
Barncity, Iowa. In a 1978 inter-

view, Kennedy said he owed his
musical interest to his parents.
"My parents provided me with
the greatest climate in the world
to learn music," Kennedy said.
He also said that his father
taught him musical notes before
teaching him to read.
Those childhood music lessons
led him to a college education,
earning a bachelor's degree in
music from William Penn College
in 1932 and a master's degree in
composition from Northwestern
University in 1935.
After graduate study at the
Matthay Pianoforte School in

London in 1937, Kennedy oe greatly missed.
received his doctoral degree in
"He was a fabulous person to
composition from the University
work with," Mathey said. "He
of Iowa in 1940.
was always encouraging and had
Before coming to the Universi- a positive attitude - he was a
ty, Kennedy served one year as very kind person."
chairman of the piano and theory
Andreas Poulimenos, professor
department at Hiram College.
of musical arts, said Kennedy
In addition to being an award- built the college of music and
winning teacher and administra- hired the finest faculty.
tor, Kennedy also was an award"He dedicated his whole life to
winning composer, winning
several first place awards from the college of music," Poulimenos said. "He encouraged us
the National Composers Clinic.
to strive for the best - that is
Richard Mathey, professor of what I see in the faculty here tomusical arts, said Kennedy will day," he said. "Everyone strives

FALCON FOOTBALL CONFERENCE OPENER TOMMOROW VS. AKRON!
Kickoff 3:30 p.m. EASY ADMISSION... Just present your valid Student ID

DON'T

be

camera
shy...
Senior portraits are underway
Schedule your appointment now
by calling Carl Wolf Studio at 1-800-969-1338.
Photos will be taken in the KEY office, 28 West Hall,
M-F, 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2 p.m.- 6 p.m.

I
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Appeals court rules lawyer
can sue for discrimination

Hey You in There

CINCINNATI - An attorney
who says he was fired because he
is a homosexual may pursue his
court claim that his former law
firm invaded his privacy, a state
appeals court ruled.
But the 1st Ohio District Court
of Appeals ruled Wednesday
there is no basis in Ohio law for
Scott Greenwood to claim that he
was wrongfully fired by Taft,
Stettinius & Hollister.
Greenwood sued in November
1993, less than a month after he
was allegedly fired. The law firm
has said he resigned. Greenwood's lawsuit cited two claims:
wrongful firing and invasion of
privacy.
Robert Stachler, attorney for
the law firm, did not return a
telephone call to comment
Thursday.
"The court has opened a door
to protect gay and lesbian people," Greenwood said of
Wednesday's ruling. "It is a
strong affirmation that gay people and all people have privacy
issues in the workplace."

Greenwood accused the firm of
"outing" him by telling coworkers that he had listed a male
partner as his insurance beneficiary. He said he was fired because of his sexual orientation.and because he had tried to
defeat a 1993 ballot issue that
voters approved to remove dis-

request of the firm's lawyers,
who argued there was no violation of law.
The ruling by appeals Judges
Marianna Brown Bettman, Mark
Painter and J. Howard Sundermann Jr. sends the invasion-ofprivacy claim back to Hamilton
County Common Pleas Court for

"The court has opened a door to protect gay
and lesbian people. It is a strong affirmation
that gay people and all people have privacy
issues in the workplace."
Scott Greenwood
attorney at law
crimination protection for homosexuals from Cincinnati's human-rights ordinance.
Greenwood's lawsuit never
went to trial. In December 1993,
Judge Robert Ruehlman of Hamilton County Common Pleas
Court dismissed the case at the

trial. No trial date has been set.
The appellate judges upheld
Ruehlman's dismissal of the
wrongful-firing claim. Greenwood's lawyer, Alphonse Gerhardstein, said he may appeal
that part of the appellate decision.

Did You Know.

+J&

BGSU students consume
42.000 cans of pop every week?
Don't let those empty cans go
to waste! Please recycle!

*For more information, call the BGSU Recycling Program at 372-8909.
JlmWhltncr/APPhoto

Michael Minoughan, 2, peers Into the mouth of a wooden dinosaur at the Dayton Museum of Natural
History.

BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMBUMY, ASK FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.
You put more than just your savings into
a retirement company. You put in
your trust and hopes for the iuture, too. So
before you choose one, ask some questions.
Mow stable is the company? How solid are
its investments? How sound is its overall
financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings of independent analysts.
Four companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding out how strong a
financial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.
IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LETTER PERFECT.
TIAA received A + + (Superior) from A.M.
Best Co.. AAA from Duff & Phelps Credit
Rating Co., Aaa Irom Moody's Investors
Service and AAA from Standard & Poor's.
These ratings reflect TIAA's stability, sound
investments, claims-paying ability and overall financial strength. (These are ratings of

E

BLIND

insurance companies only, so they do not
apply to CREK.)
And TIAA-which. backed by the company's
claims-paying ability, oilers a guaranteed rate
of return and the opportunity for dividends-is
one of a handful of insurance companies nationwide that currently hold these highest marks.
CREF. FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.

FAITH

For further growth potential and diversification, there's the CRF.F variable annuity,
with seven different investment accounts to
give you the flexibility you want as you save
for the future?
Together, TIAA and CREF form the world's
largest private retirement system based
on assets under management, with over
$145 billion in assets and more than 75
years of experience serving the education
community. For over a million and a half
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

For more info:

X

ivaibblt under il ■ b*.i mini ■ftpl"",
RMirMMM AMMMM (SRA.). CKEFe liftc atra ■

,..:.-.,, ,,.,, TVy tit. kowevtr. 4II ...... .1. ■ for TIAACKEF Supplrmtnul
nbuted by TIAA IKKK lnJi..Ju.l J ln.tnui.,.n,l SrnH»
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http://www.bgsu.edu/welcome/greeks.html
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'Suicide Doctor' arraigned Man's red hat
Kevorkian comes to court

allegedly spurs
elderly stalking

in stocks, ball and chain
The Associated Press
PONTIAC, Mich. - Dr. Jack
Kevorkian arrived in homemade
stocks and a ball and chain today
for his arraignment on assisted
suicide charges.

"Kevorkian is
accepting his
medieval
punishment."
Geoffrey Fieger
attorney at law
"Kevorkian is accepting his
medieval punishment," his attorney, Geoffrey Fieger, told reporters at the Oakland County
courthouse.
Kevorkian, a retired pathologist who advocates doctor help
for the severely ill who want to
commit suicide, was wearing laminated cardboard stocks, his
arms and head stuck through the
holes. He wore a mock ball and
chain and had signs hanging on
his front and back.
"Common law of Middle Ages.
What's next, the Inquisition?"

read one sign. And on the back:
"Think this is a circus? You're
right. But blame the seven Supreme Court jesters."
The sign was apparently in
reference to a state Supreme
Court ruling that said assisted
suicide could be prosecuted in
Michigan under common law.
"Nobody with brains should
take this seriously," Kevorkian
said. "It's nuts."
Kevorkian, 67, took off the
items before entering the courtroom.
He was arraigned on two
counts of assisted suicide, a fiveyear felony under common law
provisions. When Kevorkian
stood mute. Circuit Judge David
Breck entered an innocent plea
for him. The judge also set a tentative trial date of April 1,1996.
"April Fool's Day - I think it's
got poetic justice," Fieger said as
he and Kevorkian left the hearingThe charges stem from the
1991 deaths of two seriously ill
women. Sherry Miller, who was
disabled by multiple sclerosis,
inhaled carbon monoxide. Marjorie Wantz, who had debilitating
pelvic pain, used a device to inject lethal drugs.
He originally was accused of
murdering them, but a judge

Showing This Weekend:
Friday and Saturday
September 15&16
7:00pm, 9:30pm, &
Midnight
In
111 Olscamp Hall
Admission: #2.00

AH EXPLOSIVE
IILMNIS THILL ME!"

m *ui niiv i<m ouiioni

"»Y Season Passes!
Available for #10.00
Charge them to your
Bursar Account!
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Fire up before
x
"5the game with bw-3!^

The Associated Press

Carlo! OiorioMP Photo

Dr. Jack Kevorkian, 67, arrives at the Oakland County Mich., Court
House In homemade stocks and wearing a ball and chain on Thursday
for his arraignment on assisted suicide charges.
dismissed those charges and
ordered him tried on assisted
suicide counts. He already faces
a February trial on charges in
two 1993 deaths.

Assistant prosecutor Gregory
Townsend acknowledged cases
involving Kevorkian stir emotions, but said he was confident a
jury would follow the law.

Paul Recer
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The use of
AZT as the first-line treatment
for HIV infection may be reevaluated as the result of a study
that shows patients reduce risk
of death from AIDS by up to SO
per cent by using other drugs,
researchers say.
The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
announced Thursday that a drug
called ddl reduced the rate of
death by SO percent among HIV
patients when compared with the
use of AZT alone over 147 weeks.
The conclusion came from a
study of 2,500 HIV patients who
were without symptoms of AIDS
and were at an intermediate
stage of the disease. The patients
were divided into groups and
given different combinations of
the drugs. Researchers then
compared the effects.
Dr. Scott Hammer of Harvard

Medical School and New England
Deaconess Hospital said that ddl
alone, or combinations of ddl and
AZT, or of a combination of AZT
and another drug, ddC, were superior in all measures to AZT
alone.
By using drugs other than AZT
alone, he said, "we have shown
that we can prolong survival."
AZT, manufacturer by GlaxoWellcome Co., was the first antiviral approved for treatment of
HIV and continues to the be the
recommended first treatment for
the killer virus.
The other two drugs, ddl and
ddC, were developed after AZT
and are now in wide use, but they
have generally been considered a
second line of defense, used after
the failure of AZT.
Hammer said that may change.
"Based on this single study, it
is likely that AZT will be reconsidered" as the first-line therapy,
said Hammer.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Inc.
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She said Wednesday that
Papuga is making up the allegations. She said he stays inside most of the time and she
walks daily because she has
diabetes.

"I used to wave
when I walked by,
you know
friendly, hi.
What's wrong
with that?"
Frances Breiholz
79 year old accused of
stalking
Papuga said the woman took
his wearing of a red hat as a
sign of love, then began wearing red clothes all the time to
try to impress him. She also
began leaving the notes and
hanging around his house, he
said.

AZT use may be re-evaluated

FREE DELIVERY

Stop by bw-3 and pick up
some great tasting wings before the
game. Wings are the perfect thing to
grab for pre-game tailgate parties!
y Celebrate with some spicy BBQ Buffalo ^>
.*> style chicken wings and some ice cold v
beer. You can also satisfy your game
time hunger with our other great tasting menu items including Pocket
Pizzas, Grilled Chicken Sandwiches,
Beef-on Week Sandwiches
and Weckburgers.
The Buffalo is ready for KICK OFF!

MACOMB TOWNSHIP,
Mich. - He says she's stalking
him and it all started with a
red hat. She says she's just being friendly.
Police have issued an arrest
warrant for stalking against
79-year-old Frances Breiholz
whose 80-year-old neighbor,
John Papuga, maintains she
has pursued him relentlessly
for three years.
Even though Breiholz could
face a year in jail and $1,000
fine if convicted of the misdemeanor, Papuga said: "I just
want to make sure she gets
some help."
Papuga says for three years,
ever since he wore a red hat
one day, Breiholz has been
leaving him notes, calling,
blowing him kisses and propositioning him in his driveway.

"I used to wave when I
walked by, you know friendly,
hi," she said. "What's wrong
with that?"
Breiholz said she wrote her
neighbor a love letter four
years ago, but that was the last
one.

GIANT 15"
CHEESE PIZZA

makes ddl and Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. makes ddC. These companies and Glaxo-Wellcome donated the drugs used in the study.
A survival advantage over AZT
for ddl or a combinations of
drugs was shown in an arm of the
study tliat involved 1,400 patients
who had HIV, but were without
symptoms, and who had previously taken AZT. These
patients, called the experienced
group because of their AZT his-

"Based on this single study, it is likely that
AZT will be reconsidered."
Scott Hammer
doctor
tory, had CD4 T cell counts of 200 vantage over AZT alone.
to 500 per cubic millimeter. CD4
Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, director
cells are the primary target of of the National Institute of AlHIV.
lergy and Infectious Diseases,
Hammer said patients in this said the study shows for the first
group taking ddl alone experi- time that antiviral treatment
enced a death rate of S percent "can reduce the risk of death in
over 147 weeks. Patients taking asymptomatic people with
AZT alone had a death rate of 10 intermediate-stage HIV disease.
percent. Those taking ddC and
The study was supported by
AZT had a death rate of 9 percent, while the rate was 6 percent the NIAID. The complete findfor those taking a combination of ings are to be reported at the
ddl and AZT.
Interscience Conference on AnFor patients who have never timicrobial Agents and Chetaken AZT, Hammer said, there motherapy meeting in San Franwas a trend both in survival and cisco next week.

■fllooseBros

Freshly ^^
_f_ Prepared Pjzaf^_

Romanovsky &
Phillips...

in slowing disease progression
that favored ddl, a combination
of ddl and AZT, or a combination
of ddC and AZT when compared
to the use of AZT alone.
Conclusions about relative effects of the drugs were based on
clinical findings such as the drop
in CD4 cell counts or the development of AIDS-related diseases.
In those cases, also, said Hammer, a combination of drugs or
ddl alone showed a statistical ad

Howard's
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We'll have a gay old time!
September 22, 1995, 8pm
Kobacker Hall, Moore Music Center

FRIDAY SPECIAL
$5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH!

.Single Wing Orderj
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Call 353-BWWW
176 E. Wooster
BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK

•General admission tickets available at the
Moore Music Center box office starting Sept.
11, weekdays noon- 6pm.
•Non- students: $5
•Students with valid BGSU l.d.: free
(limit of 1 ticket per student)
•Box office: 372-8171
General Admission seating

A variety of seafood
and our "own" dam chowder.
Ind: dams, scallops,shrimp, and Pollock.
Ai in complete salad bar and baked potato.

Open. 11:30-1:30

Best Values On Campus

This Weekend in Bowling Green athletics:
FOOTBALL vs. Akron at BG's Perry Stadium. Saturday, 3:30 p.m.
Radio: WBCU 88.1 FM (Paul Markoff & Josh Matz); WFOB 1430 AM (Dave Horger Bt Mark Mllltrl
Television: Sports Channel Ohio (Michael Reghl & Ray Bentley)

#

MEN"S TENNIS hosts BGSU/Keefe Invitational at BG Tennis Courts
located behind Ice Arena: Today through Sunday. 8 a.m.

Scott
Brown
Co-Sports
Editor

WOMEN'S TENNIS at West Virginia Invitational, today through Saturday
SOCCER at Crelghton Classic. Sat.-Sun.
VOLLEYBALL at Ohio (Friday) and Miami (Saturday)
CROSS COUNTRY at Tom Evans Invitational (Akron)
WOMEN'S GOLF at Spartan Fall Invitational

Sports Weekend
The BG News
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Niemet will lead BG offense

Henry is
still the
starter Unproven sophomore
steps in for Henry

There Is no quarterback controversy in
Bowling Green.
Zero, nada ... zip.
Saturday, redshirt
freshman Bob Niemet will
be the starting quarterback as the Falcons take
on the Akron Zips at
Perry Stadium and Ryan
Henry will watch from the
sidelines.
Henry suffered a
bruised shoulder last
week in the victory over
Missouri, and his being
held out of the Akron
game is purely a precautionary measure.
By no means — and
head coach Gary
Blackney would bristle at
the question -- does the
fact that Henry threw
nine interceptions in the
first two games mean that
he is out and Niemet.
with exactly zero snaps of
collegiate game experience. Is In.
Henry's injury hasn't
been termed serious. It's
on his left (non-throwing)
shoulder. He even played
a few series with it
against Missouri. He will
be back and ready for
next week's grudge match
with Central Michigan.
But Niemet proves to
be an Interesting story.
Red-shirted last year, he
Impressed the coaches
during spring ball when
both Henry and thenbackup Derek Kidwell
were out with Injuries. So
impressed were the
coaches, in fact, that he
and the veteran Kidwell
were termed co-backups
In the preseason.
Now. with Kidwell having left the team last
week and Henry sidelined
this week, Niemet gets the
nod just three weeks past
his 19th birthday.
Granted. Akron is the
opponent and the Falcons
are a heavy favorite with
anybody calling the signals, but this will allow
Falcon coaches a good
glimpse of Niemet In a
game situation. He is definitely, especially after
Kidwell leaving the team,
the quarterback of the
•future.
'■ The Falcons are confluent that Niemet will step
;up and do the Job. But
;there is no question that
a loss at home to lowly
Akron would be nothing
Ishort of disasterous when
It comes to Bowling
■Green's MAC title hopes.
We'll have to wait and
see.

•••

Saturday's game looked
like a sure rout on paper
until Blackney's
announcement on
Thursday morning.
The loss of Henry, combined with the loss of
senior fullback Darius
Card, raise plenty of
questions that can't be
answered until the game.
Most of the answers
will be in the hands of
Niemet. He showed his
stuff in the spring, but
what about the fall?
Pick: Falcons, In a
close - interesting - one.

Scott Brown
The BG News
What had appeared to be a leisurely afternoon of football at
Perry Stadium this Saturday will
now be anything but for Bowling
Green.
Quarterback Ryan Henry will
be on the sidelines and redshirt freshman
Bob Niemet
will get his
first-ever collegiate action
as the Falcons
open the MAC
season against
the lowly AkBlackney
ron Zips (3:30
p.m. kickoff).
Coach Gary Blackney announced the decision to start
Niemet on Thursday morning.
Henry's injury is not termed to
be serious and he could very well
return for next week's game at
Central Michigan, but the Falcons must still get through Saturday without him.
"We're confident with Bob
Niemet," Blackney said Wednesday before the decision became
official. "He has come a long
way."
Niemet made waves two years
ago when he picked Bowling
Green over a number of high
profile schools, including Perm
State. The Nittany Lions wanted
Niemet as their number one
quarterbacking prospect, but the
Columbus native opted for Bowling Green where Blackney allows his players to play another
sport beside football.
Niemet also pitches for the
Falcon baseball team. He was
All-Ohio in both sports his senior
season.
Senior Mark Dunaway, the
backup quarterback last year
who moved to wide receiver this
season, returns to his original po-

sition and will back up Niemet on
Saturday.
"It's been tough on Mark, moving back and forth," Blackney
said. "I give him a lot of credit
for doing what he's doing."
Also out is senior fullback Darius Card and sophomore linebacker Brian Manns.
Seemingly lost in the shuffle is
Akron, who comes in 0-1 after being pasted 49-29 by Eastern
Michigan two weeks ago. The
Zips are a young team with a new
coach, former Ohio State assistant Lee Owens, and on paper
don't pose much of a threat to
Bowling Green.
Of the 44 players on their twodeep depth chart, 28 Zips are
either freshmen or sophomores.
"Offensive and defensively, we
still have a lot of work to do,"
said Owens. "It's too early to tell
just how good a team we have."
Akron is led by sophomore
quarterback Brian Magrell. Both
he and junior Mike Junko shared
time at the position in the Zips'
opening game, but Magrell will
get the call on Saturday.
The Zips' passing attack is certainly diversified as nine
different players caught passes
in the opening game. Eddie Alford had nine catches for 141
yards, while Lew Lawhorn had
five catches and returned the
opening kickoff for a touchdown.
Turnovers have been the
downfall for both BG and Akron
early in the season, with seven
Falcon turnovers causing an
opening loss to Louisiana Tech
while Akron committed five
turnovers.
The Zips had two fumbles returned for touchdowns against
the Eagles.

_j^

The BG News/flic photo
The Bowling Green football team hosts Akron this Saturday at 3:30 p.m. The game will be carried live
on local cable by SportsChanncI Ohio.

"We don't know a whole lot
That win against Missouri im"We would like to think that, about Akron," Blackney said. pressed Owens, who counts
minus the turnovers, we would "The important thing for us is to Bowling Green as the definite
have had a chance to beat go out and play like we did the team to beat in the MAC.
"They have great skilled
second half against Missouri."
Eastern," Owens said.

players and a really good passing
game," Owens said. "I have a lot
of respect for their program. We
hope that our program can be
like theirs someday."

MAC season
begins for
BGspikers
Jeremy Yohe
The BG News

The BGNc
The Falcon soccer team will look to continue Its winning ways this weekend at the Crelghton Classic.

Booters visit Creighton
Pat Murphy
The BG News
A week ago Bowling Green
soccer celebrated its thirtieth
birthday. Along the way a gradual maturing has gone on with
the program. But this weekend
the Falcons could grow into a
national power.
BG is headed to the Creighton
Classic in Omaha, Neb. to play
Wisconsin-Green Bay Friday at 5
p.m. In addition to BG and
Wis.-Green Bay also participating are Southern Methodist and
host Crelghton.
"This is a good test for our
guys," said BG head soccer
coach Mel Mahler. "To be hosted
by one of the premier programs
in the land and for us to get on
the field and compete against
some of the best teams is an
honor."
Honored but not in awe is the

Falcon soccer team.
"Our goal is to win all the tournaments we are in this year,"
Mahler said. "We are one-third of
the way there."
The Phoenix are 1-1-1 this
season with a win over Loyola(MD). Mahler said despite their
record Wis.-Green Bay Is a formidable opponent.
"Wisconsin-Green Bay traditionally plays one of the
toughest schedules in the country," Mahler said. "Earlier on In
the month of September, before
conference play, they try to play
the best teams possible. So sometimes their record is deceiving."
Mahler added that the Phoenix
will be the best team BG has
faced this year. Sunday's games
against either SMU or Creighton
will be no easier.
SMU comes in as a top ten
team and the Blue Jays are
ranked 21st in the nation.

"They [Creighton) are a very
young and talented team with
great size and speed," Mahler
said. "With SMU you take that
and times it by two."
Both teams have goalkeepers
that stand in upwards of 6-feet
tall which may negate Falcon
lobs after re-starts. Mahler said
that in practice BG worked on restarts for two hours Friday.
"When you play teams of this
nature games are decided on restarts," Mahler said. "Good
players kind of cancel out other
good players so it becomes kind
of a standoff and the team that
commits the most fouls in the defensive third is the team that
loses games."
BG also tried to solidify their
two forward positions this week
Mahler used six players in headto-head competition to finalize
the two starters for this weekend.

1992 was the last time Bowling Greens' volleyball team
won the Mid-American Conference title.
Now, the freshman class
that experienced that campaign are seniors and will
have one more opportunity at
another MAC title.
The Falcons' open league
play Friday night at Ohio University and follow up with another league match on Saturday, at Miami of Ohio. Both
matches start at 7:00 p.m.
Emotions will run high for
the seniors once the first
match gets underway to bring
back the memories of "92.
"I would tend to think these
seniors are determined and
focused to win another championship," head coach Denise
Van De Walle explained.
"[The seniors] know they
have a big job in leading this
team and they know they have
to perform."
"I am fired up and I think
the team is too," senior Carlyn
Esslinger ad., jd. "I wanted to
come In with a championship
and I'd love to leave with one
also."
BG has already received

strong contributions from
their two middle hitters, Esslinger and junior Lori Hilton.
Esslinger was named to the
all-tournament team in both of
the Falcons' preseason tournaments, while Hilton was
honored in one.
Supported by the passing of
senior Jody Olson, BG will
have a strong core going into
league competition.
With strong pre-conference
matches, the Falcons' ended
with a 4-3 record, but cannot
afford to overlook any team in
the conference.
Bringing a 7-0 mark into
MAC play, Ohio will prove to
be a stern test in the first
match.
"We can't take anyone for
granted in the MAC because
everyone is so competitive,"
Esslinger said. "The level of
volleyball in the MAC is just
tremendous to what it used to
be my freshman year."
Preseason polls picked OU
to finish seventh and Bowling
Green fourth in the MAC,
creating a little more incentive for Ohio to prove their
abilities.
"They are playing confidently. It's at their place, they've
got a lot on the line and we've
See SI'IKERS. page eight.
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Men's tennis hosts Keefe Invitational
Chris Kapcar
The BG News
Heading into the BGSU/Keefe
Invitational, the first tournament
of the season for Bowling Green,
tennis head coach Dave Morin
has established two goals for his
team. Better play from last
year's top returning players and
an overall more aggressive mentality throughout the whole team

look to be key points in this
weekend's play against Butler,
Western Michigan, and DePaul.
Of the three visiting teams,
DePaul looks to give BG the
stiffest competition for the invitational crown.
"They've got a really good
team and a really good singles
player in Alan Pintaric," stated
Morin, "He was nationally
ranked as one of the top 100

Keefe Invitational will be the
players In the nation, and coming
Falcons' one and two players Joel "We're real happy
from such a relatively small proTerman and Dave Anderton.
gram, that's pretty good."
Both will compete in the "A" with the play of the
Fellow MAC school Western
flights.
Michigan also features a standmiddle of our lineup."
Coming into the season, the top
out singles player.
Dave Morin
"Webster's top man, Dave players for the Brown and Ormen's
tennis coach
ange
were
Adam
Tropp
and
MiGennero, looks to be one of the
lan Ptak, with Terman and Antop singles players in the conferderton playing after them. Tropp and Ptak were a combined
ence," Morin said.
Facing the stiffest competition However, after disapointing 1-6, the top flight was awarded to
in the eight year history of the challenge matches in which Terman and Anderton.

Thinclad teams headed for Akron
Steve Wlldman
The BG News
Akron will be the site for the
Tom Evan's Invitational where
the Bowling Green men's and
women's cross country teams
compete this weekend.
Bowling Green will be competing against Akron, Kent, Toledo
and Marshall. Last week Bowling
Green went up against Ohio Uni-

versity, thus the Tom Evan's Invitational gives the Falcons the
chance to see three more MAC
teams.
The women's team is coming
off a great victory against OU
and head coach Steve Price sees
nothing but good prospects for
this meet.

ing," Price said.
closest team to Bowling Green in
This meet will also give Bowl- the final score, but Bowling
ing Green a chance to see the Green should win it.
course that will be used to host
While Price believes the other
schools may put up good athletes,
the MAC Championships.
he holds confidence in Bowling
"This can be nothing but help- Green's speedsters.
ful, it gives a chance to see the
course, get fimiliar with it, and
"Kent and Toledo have some
be prepared to head into the MAC good individual runners but
"We are at a whole new level, Championships," Price said.
Tracey will win the race," Price
the quality of this team is amazPrice sees Kent as being the said.

MAC Soccer Stats
Most Goals
Matches Goals
1. Dustin Swinehart (MU/Sr.)
4
7
2. Vesa Virtanen (EMU/Jr.)
3
4
3. Jason Began (BGSU/So.)
3
3
4. Sean Endicott (UK/Jr.)
3
2
TimFisk(UK/Sr.)
3
2
Sean Mondelli (UK/Fr.)
3
2
7. Wally Senk (UA/Fr.)
4
2
Most Assists
1. Steve Klein (BGSU/Jr.)
2. Peter Kolp (BGSU/Jr.)
3. Duane Ely (BGSU/Sr.)
Sean Endicott (UK/Jr.)
Tim Fisk (UK/Jr.)
John Giganti (BGSU/So.)
Vesa Virtanen (EMU/Fr.)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
3
2
2
2
2
2

DOUJL-N-GRCCNCRV

Women's golf
takes on MSU
Brad Beetle
The BG News
This weekend, the women's
golf team will play at the Spartan
Fall Invitational at Michigan
State University in what head
coach Todd Brunsink views as "a
great tournament."
It is the second of five tournaments for the Falcons this fall.
Competing at Forest Akers
West Golf Course will be Amy
Miller, Heidi Hanson, Erin Milligan, Heather Lantz, Jamie Jones,
and Jodi Luce. 18 teams, including five Big Ten schools, will
challenge each other for the first
place trophy.
"This is probably the toughest

field as well as the toughest golf
course that we'll play at all fall."
said Brunsink. "We will see some
very good teams up there."
Sophomore Amy Miller said
the Michigan course will require
more than good driving.
"We are going to have to play
smart. This course will challenge
our chipping and putting," she
said,
Brunsink claimed the invitational lays the groundwork for
future teams, and believes it is a
pivotal moment not just for this
season.
"We're going up there to gain
the experience that we need to be
competitive in the years to
come," he said.

SPIKERS
Continued from page seven.

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Fresh Carved Roast Beef
and Fresh Carved
Ham or Turkey
Incl: Scrambled eggs, hash browns, bacon, dutchess
potatoes, mashed potatoes w/ gravy.
Also desserts and full salad bar

OPCN Horn-2pm
S7.25 + tax
S6.95 + tax
83.75

ADULTS
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
CHILDREN 4-11
children 3 and under free
* No olhcr discount* apply

•All Student Meol Cords occcpted

got a lot on the line," Van De
Walle explained.
"If they plan on making a
statement then this is a
critical win for them. They
need to beat the people above
them [in the standings]."
BG will get it's chance to
beat a team ranked above
them in the next match versus
Miami of Ohio.
The Redskins, ranked just
ahead of the Falcons' at third
in the MAC, played to a 5-3
preseason record and will look
to continue their success
against the Orange and
Brown. Miami swept both
matches last season.
Despite the success BG has
had on the road, Coach Van De
Walle feels now is the time
when the team must shine.
"It is going to be a test to see
what our mental toughness is

like to now start the conference. We've done well on the
road at Michigan St. and Spokane, but now we need to
make sure we are prepared
when it counts," Van De Walle
said.
And the time is now.
Notes: Bowling Green's volleyball team will be holding
the first ever "Meet the Team
Dinner" on Sunday, Sept. 17
from 3:30-6:00 p.m. at Memorial Hall. The dinner is being
sponsored by KFC and there is
a $3 charge for dinner and a
team photo. A team scrimmage will be conducted at 4:00
and dinner will start at 5:00.
Coach Van De Walle would
also like to mention that the
team is currently seeking a
team manager. Anyone interested should contact assistant
coach Mintzi Sanders at
372-7413.

"We're real happy with the
play of the the middle of our
lineup, but we definitely need
production from the top," Morin
said. "Our top two returning
players just didn't get it done in
the preseason."
Aggressiveness throughout the
whole match in strategy and play
is, accordine to Morin, a must.
"We need to continue playing
agressive tennis," Morin said.

Women's team
hoping for big
improvement
William Sanderson
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's tennis team has been
mired in mediocrity for years.
Last year was no different as
the Falcons went 12-9, 2-4 in
MAC conference play, coming
in fourth out of the seven conference teams.
The only particularly bright
point of the season was Erin
Bowbeer's and Jenny
Schwartz's second doubles
championship in the MAC
tournament.
This weekend the Falcons
open their season at the West
Virginia Invitational in Morganstown, W.V. They'll face
UNC-Charlotte, UNCGreensboro, Temple, Marshall, Bucknell, American,
Akron, Youngstown State and
West Virginia
Each meet consists of six
singles matches and three
doubles matches. The players
are seeded one through six
and one through three. The top
seeded players play first, followed by the second seeds,
and so on.
Bowling Green's season is
divided into halves. During
the fall the team plays in tournaments. In the spring, the
Falcons take on mostly individual colleges. As a result,
the only chance to see the
team at home this fall will be
when they host the BGSU Invitational Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
This year the MAC championship will be April 2S-27, at Akron.
The Falcons are coached by
Penny Dean, who is going into
her sixth season at Bowling
Green and her 10th season
overall. Dean's record reflects
the team's mediocrity at 54-50
for a .519 win percentage.
However, after a couple of
good recruiting years she said
she believes the Falcons are

"The competition
looks tough but if
everyone plays up
to their potential,
we should do very
well"
Penny Dean
women's tennis coach
on their way up.
The team is only losing two
members from last year's
squad. Erin Bowbeer, 4-14 in
singles, 16-10 in doubles, and
Kassie Hembree, 2-1, both
graduated.
Returning will be cocaptains Patty Bank and Cindy
Mikolajewski, Sandy Gehringer, Jenny Schwartz, Julie
Weisblatt and Jennifer
Cheung.
The Falcons' two top players
are co-captains Bank and Mikolajewski. Bank was 11-15 in
singles matches, playing mostly as a second and third seed.
Mikolajewski was 13-19 as a
first and second seed. They
combined to post a respectable 15-13 record. Team captain
Bank is fairly optimistic about
BGSU's chances. "The competition looks tough, but if
everyone plays up to potential,
we should do very well."
Aranta Gomez highlights
this year's recruits. She
placed third at the state high
school Division I tournament
last year with Cleveland
Heights. Dean thinks Gomez
will be one of the team's top
players by midseason.
Erika Mix was a first team
all-league player at Anthony
Wayne High School. Lauren
Dimling helped Ursuline to a
state title. Natalie Smith was a
three-time all-league player
with Cincinnati McNichi>las

NOBODY CHRONICtCS ffllCON ATHUTICS
UKC

t/^ GET DRESSED BEFORE
J^L YOU HIT THE ROAD.

Want to write for BGSU's
Greek publication?

The Govcl needs writers, photographers, and
advertising sales staff members and uic arc
looking for creative people with a will to work.

Please call co-editors Jamie Schwabcrow at
352-9384 and/or Lisa Drcwcr at 353-8422
for more information.
Those interested in advertising sales may also
apply directly to Student Publications
Advertising Manager Colleen Markwood,
372-2606.
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Off-field problems burn Nebraska

As recently as a month ago,
Nebraska's biggest concern was
changing it's logo from a potbellied cornhusker to a more
marketable design.
Now, with numerous off-field
problems piling up, Nebraska's
Tom Osbome resembles Judge
Lance Ito more than the Cornhuskers' head football coach. He
rules on which players will play
while under investigation, which
ones will sit while waiting for arraignment and which ones will
only practice while waiting for a
trial.
Following that vein, junior
tailback Lawrence Phillips is
playing the role of the startailback-accused-of-aserious-crime.
Make no mistake. The crimes
that OJ. Simpson is accused of
are the worst possible and are
unrivaled by Phillips's wrongdo-

ings. But that does not diminish tempted second-degree murder
Phillips's misconduct or cloud charge; Reggie Baul-WR-served
out the similarities between the six months probation for stealing
two.
another student's credit card in
Phililps, the Heisman Trophy Nov. 1994; Tyrone Williams-CBfavorite prior to being kicked off accused ol shooting at a moving
the team by the Honorable Tom car hi Jan. 1994; Christian
Osborne, was arrested last Sun- Peter-DT-convicted of misday for suspicion of mis- demeanor sexual assault in May
demeanor third-degree assault 1993.
on a woman. That followed charges of another assault on a
neighboring college's woman in
May 1994. Those charges were
eventually dropped.
Phillips's problems are just the
headliner of the Nebraskan
Police Blotter over the past few
What is even more eye-opening
years.
is the statistic in the Omaha
The following docket reads like World-Herald last February
a Saturday afternoon starting which stated that 17 of the 129
line-up: Damon Benning-RB-- players on the Nebraska Orange
suspicion of misdemeanor as- Bowl roster of this past January
sault on a woman; Riley Washing- had committed misdemeanor
ton-WR-headed for trial on at- crimes or alcohol related

Christian
Pelusi

offenses since entering school.
That comes out to around 13
percent of the team. When the
same question was asked to 129
general students at Nebraska,
around 3 percent admitted to
such crimes.
College is college and everyone
runs into their fair share of trouble. Getting written up for being
loud during quiet hours or getting kicked out of a bar for
underage drinking are examples
of some typical University violations by students. Not assault,
robbery or murder.
"Sometimes these guys are
held to a standard that's pretty
difficult," Osborne said, now
seemingly channeling Johnny
Cochran. "They get way more
credit than they probably deserve when they score touchdowns or when they do something right and they're going to

get an awful lot of scrutiny when
they do something wrong."
Osborne is right and it's important that athletes understand that
fact.
Osborne is taking responsibility for his own team, as any coach
should do. Those are his kids and
he is trying to be judge, jury and
executioner in all of these cases.

With more potential pitfalls
awaiting young people in society
than in previous generations,
players need more help in guiding them to make the right decisions. The coach cannot do it
alone.

It says here that Phillips will
probably be back by the end of
the season and apply for early
But how much can he do? Even entry into next April's NFL draft,
though Osborne is qualified to where millions of dollars await
handle such problems, many him. Without proper counseling
coaches are not. These problems
are not a receiver who has and guidance now, we could be
dropped some passes or a line- seeing Lawrence Phillips acman who has not picked up a blitz cused of a crime much more seor even a player skipping classes. rious nature.
These are problems that need
The punishment next time will
to be handled by professionals.
Counselors, advisors and sports be much greater than missing a
psycologists need to become a few football games. Ask the Hemore important part of the ath- isman Tropy winning defendant
on trial in Los Angeles.
letic departments of today.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

■ BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB ■
Inlo Night
Monday, September 18th
8:00pm m BA 110

Attention Jewish Students
You are invited to BG Htllel's Sabbath Service
and Dinner.
Time Fn.Sept. I5at6:30pm
Place: 313 Thurstm Ave <UCF Bldg)
Contact: Melissa at 353-8144 lor more info.

ATTENTION SENIORS'!!
Don't miss out. Senior Portraits are
now being taken on campus in the
KEY Yearbook office. 28 West Hall.
Call 1-800-969-1338
to schedule your sitting.

Don't miss out on the oppotuniry ol a lifetime!
Join the American Marketing Association Today! Sign up at the membership table locaied
in the BA Building Mon.. Sopt. 11 - Fit, Sept
15 10am - 1pm Let AMA help YOU make the
most ol your college years.

Bowling Green Gaming Society
Wargames and Roleplaying Games
Fridays at 6pm Rm 222 Ed. Bldg.

Honors Student Association
Let your voce be heard1 Vote at Frosh Rep
elections on Mon . Sept 18 @ 9PM in 234 E
Harshman. Your vote counts1
Interested In Advertising???
Join the BGSU Ad Club lor inlo night. Monday.
Sept. 18. 8:00pm in BA M0.

Delta Sigma PI
Coed Business Fraternity
Information Night
Lite Science 112 9pm
September IS, 1995
Join Now!!

MORTAR BOARD
Will be meeting at 9pm Sept. 19 in 101 BA
Exec. Meeting at 8.30 Sept. 16 in 101 BA.
Please call Mike at 372-3433 il you did not attend Sunday's meeting.

Hail, Hail the Gang's All HereWOMYN FOR WOMYN meets
Monday Sept. 18 at 9pm in the
ChnsDan Fellowship Center
On Thurstm, across from Sorority Row
For more inlo. call
The Women's Center at 2-2281
Hope to see you there"
OUTBREAK
Dustm Hoffman' Morgan Freeman
•Rene Russo'
'Fevensh Suspense' 'A Masterpiece'
NOW SHOWING AT 111 OL SCAMP HALL
Sept. 22 & 23 at 7pm-9 30pm-rmdnight
Admission $2 00-Sponsored by UAO
ALSO TONIGHTi'l
The Miracle Worker' 9pm Gish Film Theatre

SENIORS'!
DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?
Now is the time to apply to become a Homecoming King or Queen Canidate Applications
are available in the Office of Student Activities.
330Unon Applications are due back by Sept.
23od at 5:00pm.HURRY1 HURRY1
Womyn for Womyn
Cordially Invites You
To a 75th Brthday Celebration
For the 19th AmmerxJmem
Friday September l5,4-7pm
In the Library Conference Room
Behind the Map Room
Refreshments will be served
Join us and celebrate 75 years
Ol Voting Rights1

University Red Cross seeking new members to
promote and volunteer at campus Wood drives.
Contact Anionette 3f>? 4575 Of 354-3'49
SCEC First General MeeDng will be Sunday
September 17th at 6 00pm In 116 Education
AH are welcome*

LOST& FOUND
Found: Watch ir lobby ol Oiscamp
352-4745 to claim

REWARD- $300 - lor the 'eturn o* inlo leading
to the return ol two nngs missing Irom Mac
East on Fn. 9/8. 1 engagement and 1 ruby
ring Call Kim <S372-4617. no Questions asked

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL TOMMOROW VS. AKRON!
Kick off 3:30 am. CONFERENCE OPENER!
5555555^

itfitr
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•

1

Tuesday, September 19,1995
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
University Union
BG merchants and businesses will be selling
apparel, office supplies, household
accessories, services, and much, much more
Exhibitors will have coupons, drawings,
samples, giveaways, and other promotional
items!

Grand Prize Drawing:
$500 SHOPPING SPREE
WITH DOWNTOWN DO MERCHANTS
Plus drawings for book gift certificate, tailgate
other merchandise and gift certificates
Grand prizes hove o combined value of more rhon $ 1,000

ID OPEN TO THE PUDLIC
Sponsored by the
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce,
DG New, Bowling Green Store University, ond the Downtown Business Association.

Call

continued on p. 10
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SELP-ESTEEM GROUP

continued from p. 9
Reward- CD Carrier left m Olscamp Tuesday
night Call il ya found il 352-5359.

FALCON FOOTBALL TOMORROW
SATURDAY 3:30 P.M.
YOU'RE THE 12TMMANIBEAT AKRON'

SERVICES OFFERED
BGSU Elem. Ed Major Available to babysn
M-F after 3:30. weekends Exp A ref. Also avail, lo luior K-8 any subject $&tv. Please call
3S4-3219
BOWLING GREEN C.C GOLF COURSE
HAS STUDENT RATES!
16-9 HOLES; S9-18 HOLES
CALL 352-5546
COOKIE BOUQUETS
When roses jusi won't do
Great pnces'Call 353-1920

APA'APA"APA'APA
The African Peoples Association
Invites you to lhe» general body
Meeting at 4PM on Sat, Sept. 16
In the Tall Room of the Union
All are invited to attend.
Refreshments will be served.
APA'APA'APA'APA

•EESAB MEMBERS"
Exec. Members: Meal Friday 15th al Noon la
the Confrence Rm, 5lh floor Ed. All Members: Car wash, Sun. i 7th al Campus Mid
Am Bank at noon call Maria It cannot attend
354-5009.

Faculty and Stall:
Start your 403B
Reliremant Plan with Nationwide
Insurance Choose from • 0
Mutual fund companies and 28
separate funds, call Slav* Wright,
MBA and BGSU a ,-r.rusi for
prospectus at (419) 878-6642 or
1 800 8346643.
Greyhound Buslines now open Weekdays 9-5.
Sat 9-2 Call 352-5033 or 353-8678
RoiierWade Lessons

'Surf in Hawaii'Ski in Colorado*
Attend one of over 120 colleges in the U S. for
a semester or a year without paying out-ofstaie1 For more details, attend a National StudeniExchange Info Session.
FrKlay.Sept 15 @ 12:00PM
Room 1010 BABIdg.
For more info call Co Op Program 2-2451.

Fall'95 Sign up
For women's self esteem group
increase sell awareness; reduce stress
Learn new coping skills.
Call Sheila & 372-9355
by Sept, 25
SENIORS
Senior Porraita are now being taken
on campus in the KEY Yearbook office
28 West Hall. Call Carl Wolf Studio
at 1-800-969-1336 to schedule a sining.
FREE CAR WASH
SAT. SEPT. 16
12:0O-3:00PM
ATTHEPHARM
SPONSORED BY
DELTA SIGMA PI

FREE FINANCIAL AID)
Over $6 Bii ion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All students are
eligible regardless ol grades, income, or parenfs income.
Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services:
1 -800-263-6495 ext. FS5441
Hull's Used Furn.
Open From 6-7.30pm
686-3251 -will deliver

1995/96 SENIORS
Senior portraits are now being taken
Call Carl Wolf Studio at 1 -800-969-1338
To schedule your sitting. Photos taken on
campus in the KEY yearbook office.
28 West Hall

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL II
TOMORROW 3:30 P.M.
CONFERENCE OPENER VS AKRON

PERSONALS
Alpha Phi has a house boy position open. Calt
Lisa at 2-5209 ^interested.

Leam ways to boost metabolism

APA ' APA * APA • APA ■ APA
The Alncan Peoples Association
invites you to their general body
meeting at 4PM on Saturday, Sept 16
In the Tad Room of the Union.
All are invited to attend.
Refreshments will be served.
APA ' APA * APA * APA * APA

Taughl by nurse & health educator
8 weeks lor onry $18.00
Choose Tuesdays Ham-noon
or Wednesday 3:30-5pm
Call to register 372-8302 or 372-9355

Looking for healthy food choices
Take A Bite, 8 Week Program
Starts the end ol Sept.
Learn how to survive fast foodlanes and dining choices.
Recleve personalized plan
Taught by nurse & health educator
ChooseTuesday llam-l2:30pm
Or Wednesday 3 30 5pm
Call lo register 372-9355

KAPPA SIGMA
A Good Thing'
First on the net...
Nationally and Locally
Check Us Out'
hrtpi/Avww.bgsu edu/welcome/greeks.html
KAPPA SIGMA

i CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF

Are you a member ofHSA? Do you know
someone running for a Frosh Rep position?
Show your support by coming to elections on
Monday. Sept 18 <g> 9PM m 234 E. Harshman.
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS
Applications for Order of Omega are available
in 440 Student Services. Deadline Sept 21.
Questions? Call Wenday at 352-6389.
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS
Be A Part Of The Best.
RUSH
DELTA GAMMA
Open Rush
Tuesday Sept. 197-9PM
Blow away your calculus problems with Hurricane Calculus. Pick up a copy at your college
bookstore or call 1-800-393-3415.
Career-related experience.
PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
Start NOW.
Fr, So. Jrs, NEW toco-op. come to
CO-OP KICK-OFF
Friday. SEPT 22nd
3:30 pm 1007 BA Building
BE THERE! Details: 372-2451

CO-OP STUDENTS:
WE HAVE MOVED
310 STUDENT SERVICES
Now Is lha lime lo updals your tils!!
Bring a nsw resume and a NEW
copy of your unofficial transcript
(free at your college office)
Questions? 2-2451
DELTA GAMMA
Would like to Welcome
Our House boys
KE Josh Vance KE
And
BOH Andy Phelan noil
Double Prints
Free Everyday
Packages Plus 352-1693
DTD Delta Tau Delta DTD
"Be A Part ol the Dominance"
HUSHOELT
DTD Delia Tau Delta DTD

DINNER

DTD Delta Tau Delta DTD
Rush tn Monday
THINK DELTI
DTD Delta Tau Doiia DTD

Enjoy the luxury ot e Complimentary Facial
by your very own Mery Kay Independent
Proteeelonal Beauty Consultant. Call before Oct. 15 and receive a special gift. Ask
tor Angle® 372-5130.

146 North Main Bowling Green

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting al $39 00
Mi er Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall-354-1614

Look Thin 8 Healthy
Campus Tanning
352-7889

Men are from Mara?
Women are from Venus?
Join us Wed Sept. 20
at 7:30 in the University Union
Ballroom
Livery talk show. Free!
See you therel
Money Oders
.39 each
Packages Plus 352-1693
My name is Russell Green. I live in 211 Dunbar. I was recently caught lor underage drinking in Otlenhauer WesL I would like to apologize to all the residents ol the 3rd lioor for my
behavior.
Orientation Board Applications
are due Sept. 19th in room
405 Student Services
Call 372 2843 for more inlo.

OUTBREAK
Dustin Hollman * Morgan Freeman
•Rene Russo*
'Fevensh Suspenso' 'A Masterpiece'
NOW SHOWING AT 111 OLSCAMP HALL
Sept. 22 & 23 at 7pm.9:30pm-midnighl
Admission $2.00 - sponsored by UAO
ALSOTONIGHTHI
The Miracle Worker' 9pm Gish Film Theatre
PHI KAPPA PSI...PHI KAPPA PSI
The brothers ol PHI KAPPA PSI would like to
congratulate brother Joseph M. Woods on his
lavaliering to AOII Sharon Lynn Raupple
Congratulations
PHI KAPPA PSI. PHI KAPPA PSI
Phi Psi" Phi Psi • Phi Psi
Seta. Seta. Congratulations for making the
swim team. The brothers think you're greatl
Phi P« • Phi Psi • Phi Psi

POSTER SALE.Biggest and best selection.
Choose Irom over 2000 diflerent
images.ROCK, FINE ART, MOVIE POSTERS. SPORTS, SCENIC LANDSCAPES,
DANCE, SKIING, PERSONALITIES (Brad
Pm, Keanu Reeves. James Dean, Marilyn
Monroe, and many others), TRAVEL,
HUMOR, ROMANCE, PHOTOGRAPHY (Talbot, Ansel Adams, and others). MOST
IMAGES ONLY $6, $7. and S8 each! See us at
THE UNIVERSITY UNION - 2ND FLOOR
GRAND BALLROOM on MONDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH THROUGH FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 15TH. The hours are 10 a.m. - e
p.m. This sale is sponsored by UAO.
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 BG. Pregnancy Center
Sigma Chi ■ Sigma Chi
Good Luck at Bathtub Races >
Love, Your Coaches
Julie, Denise, & Nikki
AOII "AOII"AOII

r Dixie Driving Range
Buy any Size Bucket of Balls & Receive
the Same Size or Smaller at 1/2 Price!
LESSONS AVAILABLE • INDIVIDUAL & GROUP RATES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 9:00 A.M. TIL 1/2 HR. BEFORE SUNSET

GieuL Golh Beguu hW

UT/BGSU Volleyball happenings al LaJolla
Beach almost every Fri. & Sat. night.
419-5350881.

Womyn lor Womyn
Cordially Invites You
To a 75th Birthday Celebration
For the i 9 m Ammendment
Friday September 15,4-7pm
In the Library Coherence Room
Behind the Map Room
Refreshments will be served
Join us and celebrate 75 years
Of Voting Rights!

WANTED

SKVDIVE - YOU KNOW YOU'VE ALWAYS
WANTED TO. Skydiva classes olfered 10
minute* from BGSU campus. Studont &
group discounts. VISA & Mastercard accepted. SKYDIVE BG. 352-5200.

Explore healthy food choices

TREASURER'S of campus organizations
should mark their calendar tor the annual
Treasurer's Workshop on Tues.. Sept. 19.
1995 in Room 1007 ol the Business Administration Building, InlormaDon on ACGFA Funding. Budgets, filling out paperwork and keeping
records will be covered. Please contact the Office ol Student Life @ 372-2843 to make your
reservation.

Welcome Back)
Omega Phi Alpha
Chapter Sunday Sept. 17
7:30 114 BA

Call Tim @ 352 5180

Take a Bite Toward A
Healthy Body

Tho Bast 5 Hours 'Happy Hour'
Friday 4-0 PM al BRATHAUS
All Bolllad Boar, Pitchera
M i x ad Drinks, and Shots
Also Mylas Pizza by ths sties
19 and ovar- No Covsr
You Will Lovs ths Prlcss

19033 N. DIXIE HWY. (2 MILES NORTH OF BG)
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 • (419) 353-1420

fXM#iWaA'*MWWXMMWtX*maBBfl

USA l».\lli:iM'S
WEEKEND

ATTENTION SENIORS!!

1991 Honda CRX SI Black, 5-spd. power sunroof. AC. cruise, excellent condition. $6500.
CallJim at 419-661-1048.
2 Female Roommates needed lor 95-96 school
year. Apartment located on N. Enterprise. Very
affordable. Call 354-3173. Ask for Robin or Julie.

Athletic Dept. tutors needed. Must have GPA
of 3.0 or better m following subjects: Computer
Science. Math all levels including 300-400,
Soc.. IPC. Econ. MgmL. Legal Studies, Phil.
Physics. EDCI. EDFI, EDSE. Geog . Accl.
Stats. Poli.Sci.. Com. Just.. Hist., for further details Call Gloria Martinez. Academic Advising
OH.ce 372-7096.
Babysitter needed in my BG home starting
9/25. Hours 3:30pm-8:00pm Ml, and every
other weekend lor 6 and 11 yr.old children.
Must enjoy children and be dependable. Call
2572588.
BGSU Food Operations is currently hiring
BGSU students. Must be able to work in 2 hr.
shifts or more between the hours of 6:30am
and 8:30pm Starting wage is $4.35/hr. Apply
at the dining cenler of your choice. Commons
2-2563. Founders Keepers 2-2781 Harshman
2 2475. McDonald 2-2/71
BILINGUALS
~"~~
International Marketing Firm expanding rapidly. We have various positions available. Seeking quality people who are motivated and good
in public relations Serious inquiries only Call
419B65-8380.
College Station needs barmaids with experience only. Phone 352-1223 Apply in person
Friday afternoon between 2-4.
Crazy Cash
Like to be trained by individuals making over
$20,000 a month. I was and earned over
$18,000
my first two months. If money excites you call
rep. for app'I. 419-865-1915.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available. Noexperience necessary.
For more information call
1 -206-634-0468 ext. C55441
Earn cash stuffing envelopes al home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Otathe.KS 66051

i
I

Applications ore Due by Sept. 22nd at 5:00 pm.

*

HURRY!

(100% cotton)

ORDER I\OH!
• $10 each
• bursarable
Pick up return order forma at
440 Student Services
sx Call 372-8165
Deadline: Wed., Sept. 20

L

Window, washing part and full time available.
Own transportation required. Csl 3S2-S33S.

FOR SALE
'86 Mitsubishi Mirage. 4 Speed, A/C. Great
Mileage $2200 Call (419) 424-0609 or
354-0711.
1983 Mazda RX-7
5-Speed,NoRusi
$1,500.00354-2427.
1986 Nissan Sentra good condition. Five
speed, 106.000 miles. $700. Call 354-3278.
2 upholstered living room chairs. Reasonable
prices. 352-0076. after 5pm.
20L fish tank, whisper filter, everything included. Excellent condition, price negotiable.
Call 353-1410
55 Gallon Fish Tank with even/thing included.
all you need to do is add water and fishl Call
Tim at 352-1593.
82 Chevy Malibu Station Wagon. Metallic Blue.
90,000 miles. No rust, excellent condition. Call
352-1789.
Aquanum equipment for sale: 55 and 15 gallon
tanks in good condition. Also, hang-on-tank
water filtration system. (H.O.T. Magum). Asking $100 for all, but may consider offers on individual pieces. Call 352-0975 after 6:00.
FOR SALE "90 DODGE CARAVAN
EXCELLENT CONDITION' GREAT FAMILY
VAN I
CALL 372-3907. ASK FOR KERRIE
FOR SALE: Dining Room Set. Includes wood
table ft 2 cushion chairs, nice table and good
value. Call 354-5147.

Entreprenurs
I am an enueprenur who has earned over
10,000 a mo. running my own business. Need
to train 2 success-minded individuals to do ihe
same. Serious inquiries only. Call
419-865-8380

For Sale: Exercise Machine. Storage cabinet
andchamCa I 354-8272.

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED lor Fall *95
and/or Spring '96 semesters. Air Conditioned,
2 car garage, deck, free water & sewer. $175 ♦
utilities. Call 353-1246.

Evening office cleaning 10-12 hours per week.
Own iransponation required. Call 352-5822

GOVT FORECLOSED homes for pennies on
$i. Delinquent Tax. Repo's. REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext, H-2076 for current listings.

Male roommate lor another male.
For 1 Bedroom apt. close to college
Reni-$20Q Call U-gonily 354-7224 (Tmaz).

Lawn Maintenance. PT ft FT. Flexible schedule. Call 352-5822

BGSU'S Sailing Club needs another boat. If
you have any info on Lasers or Flying Jr.'s
please call Man @ 2-1957 or Jenny @ 2-3001.
Female subleases non-smoking. $135.00/mo.
Call 354-3149.

NEEDED:
1 female subleaser lor furnished, air conditioned. 2BR apt., on 6lh St.
$i20vmo.+Elec. and Phonef
Call 354-4192 NOW",
RESPITE CARE PROVIDER Persons needed
to provide short-term, temporary care for individuals who have developmental disabilities.
High School diploma or GED required. Flexible
schedules. Application deadline 10/02/95.
Apply at Wood Lane School, Family Resources
Coordinator, 11160 East Gypsy Lane Road,
Bowling Green. Monday. Wednesday, and Friday, between 900am - 3:00pm. EOE.

HELPWANTED
•1AAAAI Earn $2500 & Frss Spring Brsak
Trips! Sell 6 Trips & Go Free! Best Trips &
Prices! Bahamas, Cancun. Jamaica, FlorIdal Spring Brsak Travel! 1-800-678-6386
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required Begin now For mlo
call 301-306-1207.
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-shirts - profit
$331.00. Risk-free Choose from 27 designs,
or design own. Free catalog i -800 700 4822
$35,000/YR. INCOME potential. Reading
books. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. R-2076
for details.
" AAA COMMUNICATION "
$25,000
SKILLS
If you enjoy greeting people, this is your career
opportunity. Positive attitude & noat appearance a must. Excellent income potential. Start
immediately. Will ■VasVll Call 865-1915 to set up
interview.
ADULT SERVICES SUBSTITUTE- We are
seeking qualified individuals to provido on-thejob coaching to persons with mental retardation and developmental disabilities. Musi be
able to provide own transportation for consumers to/from job site. High School Diploma/GED required and Ohk> driver's license. $6.50/hr. hours varied. Applications
available at Wood Lane Administrative Offices.
Entrance B. 11160 E Gypsy Lane Rd , BG,
from 8 00am-4:30pm Monday-Fri day. EOE.
Advertising Sales Rep for
Ths Gavel
Great resume builder, need own transportation. Call 372-2606 lor details.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry
Earn up to $3.000-$6,000* per month.
Room ft Boa/di Transportation' Male/Female.
No experience necessaryl (206)545-4155 ext
A55441

Exp. childcare needed - our Waterville home day. TLC lor 2 1/2 yr. ft 10 mo. old. Transp. ft
references required. 878-4536.

Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly assembly of small pans.
Work 15-35 hours a weok around your school
schedule. Only one block off of BGSU campus,
south ol Wooster SL, SO you can walk or drive.
Many BGSU students work at this plant. Rate
of pay is $4.25 per hour. Come by to pick up an
application form. Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.. Clough Street. Bowling Green, OH
43402.
Mr. Spot's
Needs Drivers
Applicants must be 21 and have a clean driving
record.
Apply m person M-F 2-7pm.
Pan-time help needed immediately. Bartenders, wait persons, assistant cook. Neat appearance. Apply in person weekdays 923 Fairview Ave_352-3l0a
_^___^^
RESIDENTIAL SUPPORT SPECIALIST
Community Mental Health Residential Facility
now hiring part-time positions. Experience
working with persons having psychiatric disabilities preferred, but not required. Position involves direct care and supervision of mental
health consumers, and overseeing facility
operations. Must have valid state of Ohio
driver's license. Psych and Social Work majors
encourage to apply. Contact Mary Theil, Residential Coordinator, at 352-9459 for more information. EOE.
RESORT JOBS • Students Neededl
Earn to $i 2/hr. and tips. Theme Parks. Hotels,
Spas, and more. Destinations include Florida,
Hawaii, Colorado & So. California. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 ext.
R55441.
Seed Plant Work and General Farming help
needed Call 352 0068.
T.A.S.P. International is looking lor highly motivated, hard working students to fill management positions for the summer of 1996. Gam
valuable expenence m all areas of business
while building your resume. Average earnings
are between $7.000-$9.000. Positions in most
Cleveland suburbs. Akron, Canton, Youngstown, Sandusky, and Toledo are filled on a first
come, first qualified basis. For more information call Man Scherer @ 1 -800-543-3792.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal and full-time employment available
at National Parks, Forests ft Wildlile Preserves. Benefits and bonuses! Call:
1 -206-545-4804 ext. N55441.
Nazareth Hall- Only 15 min. from BG- Catering,
Wait Staff/Hostess. Starting $6.00/hr.(incl.
meals). Flexible hours. Call (419)832-2900 for
details.

Alpha Omicron Pi
Open Rush!

are casual. Any
Questions??

Call 372-2840

MACINTOSH COMPUTER lor sale. Complete
system including punier only $499. Call
1-800-269-5685.
Toyota Corrola SR5, 1985. Manual Transmission. 5-speed. $1,200 OBO. Home
354 7189. Of! ce 372 2279.
Womens'Bike-10 speed Schwmn SuburbanLike New. Call after 6PM 353 3902.

FOR RENT
1 Bdrm. Apt.- Available Oct. 1 for sublease
Dishwasher, ceiling fan, good location(Main
Sfreet). Call 353-6050 and leave a message.
$370/mo.
Grad Students
Two new apartments for 2 persons
2 bedroom, walk-in closets, dishwasher,
disposal, 2 car garage, dose to campus.
Call 353-1731.
Two bdrm. house on Frazee for rent Front ft
8ack porch. $385*utilities*deposit. Pets are
okay with additional deposit Call 352-8678 or
372-2658. Available immediatly.

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA 5

Woodland
Moll

1234 N. Main Sl.

354-0558

Box office opens ot 5:00 M-F
Sot. & Sun. Motinees
THE LAST OF THE DOGMEN • PG
12:20.2:45,5:15,7:35,10:00
•THETIE THAT BINDS »R
1:00, 3:05, 5:20, 7:25, 9:30
DANGEROUS MINDS «R
12:55,3:10, 5:25, 7:50, 9:55
NATIONAL LAMPOONS SENIOR TRIP
R 1:10,3:15,5:30,7:40,9:40
BRAVEHEART • R
12:30, 5:00, 9:00

* No Passes
Shows will change Friday

1 loaded Burrito, Toco, Super
Naehov 12 oz Frozen Cocktail

ONLY $5.99 77

PISflNCLLOS

Tuesday, Sept. 1 !Hli
8:00 & 9:00 p.m.

All parties are at

Highly Motivated
National Marketing Company expanding in
Toledo. Seeking aggresive, money motivated
individuals. Training provided. 3-SK per month
potential. Call for appt 419-865-8389.

Hungry Combo
iiOCATEO IN GREENWOOD ■
CENTER 1616 E. WOOSTER |

the AOII house and

Hiener Soprano Saxophone. Professionally refurbished w/ new pads. Asking price is $300
obo. Call Tim at 352-0831.

NOT VAUD WITH ANY
,;:::-OTHER COUPON

National Company new to Toledo
Needs sales reps.. managers, and
trainers. We train.
Call for interview.
4198658380

Thursday, Sept. 21st
8:00 & 9:00 p.m.

Garage sale lots of household items, furniture,
clothing, computer primer. Fn-Sat-Sun. 9am •
d 6pm. 319 East Reed Street,

WE DELIVER GREAT
MEXICAN FOOD
CALL
353-TACO

Are you a
SPORTS MINDED STUDENT
$3,000/mo

£
Homecoming King & Queen Applications^re
now available in the Office of Student Activities^
s
330 University Union.
-

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gam comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs. Columbus, Ak/on, Canton, and
more. Call 1-800 887-1960.

Open UJcekdaLjs at 4pm;
Open ot Lunch fri.. Sot. & Sun.

203 N. Main, BO
352-5166
YOUR CHOICE — ANY 2 ITEMS:
Sm. 4.50
Lg. 7.00
Med. 6.00
XLg. 8.75 (Best Value!)
Add Breadsticks! Only $2.00
£~\ FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166
rJ?BQnGllO'S'

PttZCK

i

Not valid with any other offer.
_ChjcagoStyje_extra. _
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Complex situations always have simple resolutions
It was a bad day. Maybe a
bad week. Possibly the start
oi a bad month. But no
matter which way you
looked at it, things just
weren't going very good.
Or at least this seemed
to be the common consensus around my place earlier
this week. Complaint after
complaint, hour after hour,
my roommates kept going

on and on about how terrible their lives had become.
It seemed like a black cloud
had made a pit stop in our
Founders Suite and showed
no signs of moseying on any
time soon - and worst of all,
it was only Tuesday.
Tests. Failed tests.
Unanounced tests. Speeding
tickets. Tired bodies. Homework. Homework they
couldn't do. Classes. Classes
they didn't understand. Men
- enough said?
"Why does it seem like
when it starts to rain, it

always starts to pour?" Jill,
A bit more hopeful, but
my most frustrated roomway too constructs (and
mate asked.
even demeaning to those of
"Uhhh..." I said, not really us who don't think about
sure why. 1 mean, we can all
the positive at moments like
handle a few day-to-day
this).
dilemmas, but why is it that
Angie came up with a
when things really start to
similar rendition: recite a
go wrong, everything goes
pick-me-up quote ol the day
REALLY wrong?
every time you get down.
Hmmm...
Better, but saying the
And then an even bigger damn quote o\er and over in
question remains: WHAT IN this state would even start to
THE HELL DO YOU DO
get depressing.
ONCE THINGS GET THIS
Margot went in her
WAY?
room, cranked up the tunes,
Get drunk? Go home?
and wallowed. Sad. slow,
Wail like there's no tomorwhiny country music, may I
row?
add. A woman after my own
Nah. There's got to be
heart, but even I know that
more effective solutions.
misery likes a little compare'.
Jill's solution was to
Just when it seemed
make a list of everything
hopeless, roommate #5.
that had gone wrong. I
Jennifer S„ came to the
mean, the girl actually
rescue after humming a lew
pulled out a pen and paper
John Michael Montgomery
and wrote the crap down.
tunes.
A little pessimistic, but
"Let's line dance," she
for those who like to wallow, said, already putting her feet
I guess it's effective.
in motion. Now. she didn't
My other roomate,
even know how to line
Jennifer, offered her two
dance so the thought was
cents. She said that for every even more amusing.
positive thing each of us
One by one, we all came
could list about our lives, we out of our rooms to give it a
should come up with two
whirl. Funny thing was, it
positives.
was actually extremely

comical, as most of my
roommates had two left feet
(and half hated country
music). But we stuck to our
little version of the Electric
Slide (that's a hard one for
people like us).
Well, to make a long
story short, I don't think
you'll be seeing us on any
TNN two-step shows anytime in the near future, but it
sure livened up the place a
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little and made us laugh.
We laughed so hard...I'm
not going to tell you what
we did! But it really sucks
when you get caught!
Who would have thought
that something so simple
was the answer to all of our
problems.
But isn't that the way it
always goes?
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Band entertains
Toledo audience
fry Aaron Weisbrod
"AAARE YOOOU READDDYY?I?I"
Jonathan Davis, the lead singer of the heavy
alternative band KORN growled as the band
thrusted into their MTV/radio hit "Blind" on
Sunday September 3 before an anxious and
supportive crowd at Toledo's popular night
club The Main Event.
KORN was not the only attraction that
had fans lined-up outside the establishment
over an hour before the doors even opened,
however.
Local bands Tbe Stain and Colossus 0/ the
Fall also both brought their own unique
styles of punk and metal to the show,
recieving a great reaction from the crowd.
This enthusiasm also carried into
KORN's overpowering set. which included
songs a number of songs off their 12 song
self-titled CD including "Ball Tounge." "Need
To." "Divine," and "Lies."
The captivated audience also recieved a
special treat when Jonathan brought out a
set of bagpipes and began to play them for
the introduction of the band's latest single
'Shoots and Ladders," which is also on
KORN's CD.
As usual, the band remained isolated
from the crowd until the announcement of
their last (and extemely contraversial) song
"Faget," but it was clearily obvious that the
band was as receptive to the crowd as the
crowd was to them.
After the show I had a chance to speak
with KORN, and David (KORN's heavyhitting drummer) admitted that he personally preffered to play in smaller clubs such

as The Main Event.
"I like it better, it's more intimate,
more small, and the crowd's within eye
view. It's a heavy vibe." David said
after taking some time after the show

I like it better,
it's more intimate, more
small, and the
crowd's within
eye view. It's a
heavy vibe.

As of the day of the show the band's CD
had already sold over 8.500 copies, and on
September 14 the band began what will be a
week long European tour with the powerfunk dieties known to mere mortals as
Primus.
KORN is planning on releasing their
second album next summer, so until then the
resident head-bangers and punkers will only
have their bumps, bruises, scars. CDs. and
memories to quench their appetite for
KORN. but then again. Summer isn't that far
away...

$2.00 Fare

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age

$1.00 Fare

For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/ Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required
•Available al Grant's Adnunislraioi's Office. 354-6203
T

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

to cool off.
Jonathan also commented that he
preffered to play in smaller places as
pppossed to the massive arenas KORN
had been playing in while on the
"Reckoning Day" Tour with Megadetb.
Flotsam and Jetsam, and Fear Factory.
"[We're] one of those old school
'bar bands,' because that's where we
come from." He explained, reffering to
the not so distant past when KORN
was merely a local band in Bakersfield.
California.

Service Area: Bowling Green
Please let driver know how many
persons will be riding.

This service is financed in pan
from an operating assistance grant
fromODOT&FTA

B.G. Taxi '
352-0796
TTY: 352-1545

C'all 1 hour before serviee is needed.
TtfZ ' Se/Memte* IS. 1995 • £«?t 3

QUENTIN'S BLOODY WIT
"A sewer rat may taste
like pumpkin pie, but I
wouldn't know, 'cuz I
wouldn't eat the filthy
mother f**ker."

W hat is the appeal of Quentin Tarantino? The
^•i-ia-aidiy.tif.vi-]-.
JNOIE* L0CI»L«ilA?0Kr m
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story of the video clerk done good is fast becoming
one of America's biggest success stories. Tarantino
himself is fast becoming a cultural icon.
So what is it about Tarantino movies that make
audiences run not walk to
the theaters? The campus
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was combined to get reaction to the hottest new young director in
the nation.
"He brought the rebirth of the monologue and dialogue," said
Matt Pierce, a sophomore theater major. "His movies are more on a
street level than other movies. His non-linear storytelling is also
different."
Many commented on the realism of Tarantino's work. One of
the very real aspects of a Tarantino movie is the violence. According to an interview in Rolling Stone magazine, even horror master
Wes Craven was not able to handle Tarantino's depiction of mutilation. His fans defend his style.
"Violence is an accent, not a central theme," said Billy Patton. a
junior graphic design major: "The tension is
between the themes. The characters may be
callous toward the violence, but it's not what
defines the characters." He adds: " It's the rawness of the film and the dialogue that make it
work."
Others point out films that have gone on to
major success and universal acceptance despite a
lot of violence.
"He is catering to America's wants," said
freshman Chris Mundorf, undecided. "Look a the
sucess of movies like Rambo and Robocop.
America eats it up."
Despite his popularity, fans wonder whether
Tarantino will be locked into a specific genre,
perhaps one he has created himself. They also
wonder if the quality and type of work will be
changed by multi-million dollar contracts.
"There is always a chance he will change," said
Casey Harshman, a senior telecommunications
major. "People always react different to money. I
don't think these things will affect him because of
the dispute with Natural Born Killers."
That "dispute" between director Oliver Stone
and Tarantino still remains a mystery. Tarantino is
reluctant to talk about it. According to Rolling
Stone magazine, conflicts arose when Stone rewrote the Tarantino script with other writers. It
differed so much from the original Tarantino-

written script that Tarantino refused to take any writing credit
whatsoever. He admits to never having seen the movie. The release
of the mega-hit Pulp Fiction was also delayed by the NBK release.
"We would be forever linked," he said.
Tarantino has ventured into new territory with Destiny Turns on
the Radio and his new vampire movie, From Dusk 'Til Dawn. He
also directs in the upcoming Four Rooms, along with Alison Anders,
Alexandre Rockwell, and Robert Rodrequez.
'He's one director I will definately see if he has something new
or fresh," said Pierce. "Hopefully he won't become a parody of
himself, and won't do work in a formula."
That seems highly unlikely. But whatever the next project for
Tarantino may be. you can be sure fans will be waiting in line.

NO CD OVER

"Does nol include Mwli Poll ol txtonoW Play

$11.96

I\0 CASSETTE OVER
Pack ol Extended Ploy

TOP TEI\ STARTING AT
CD'S $8.88
CASSETTES $6.76

WAL-MART
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Patrons are welcome to enjoy a graphic depiction of Pink Floyd's The Wall, an
insectlike fetus, or a gigantic rendering of The Last Supper where Jesus, with
exaggerated eyes twinkling like Manson, resembles a bloodthirsty demon.
Unfortuantely, my golden age in City Club has long ended. Since my induction
into the club's clientelle, I've witnessed a sharp increase in security measures
(perhaps partly due to the shenanigans and sensualities of the customers.)
For instance, we were spending a typical evening at the dub. My
girlfriend at the time and I were vacationing from the bedlam on die dance floor We
were just smoking cigarettes and shooting the ca-ca when a morbidly obese
security man storm waddled into our conversation
"I smell dope!" he proclaimed waving a meaty, accusatory finger.
We were subjected to a second body search (hey, I didn't mind the first one at the
door. I may have even experienced a thrilling sexual flash, but it can get old) He
examined our wallets and our cigarette boxes with all the tenacity of Inspector
One silly evening in 1994, my best friend Bret took me into downtown
Clo.sse.iu. Finally, covered in frustrated sweat and eyeing our body cavities, he
Detroit.He was spouting the virtues of City Club, a bar that was annexed
turned away in a huff, probably thinking we hid the dope somewhere in a flash or
to a Ramada hotel.
dissolved it in our pores. No, Mr. Bouncer, LSD is the drug where you may dissolve
To enter, we strolled through a side door and up a flight of stairs tt> the second
in your pores. Anyway, LSD is a facet of City Club all its own, but we won't get into
floor Immediately, I was intrigued I had never been searched before entering a bar,
that now. Suffice to say, if you are a practitioner of expanding conciousness through
but, hey, it's Detroit They smelled my cigarettes, they patted me down, my rubber
substances, City Club will perform mosh pits on your retina and crowd-surfing in
chicken keyring really took them aback. Was I sure it couldn't be some sort of
your optic nerve.
weapon? Could a tiny plastic explosive be nestled inside a drumstick?
Another inconvenience of City Club is the policy involving arrivals and deparFinally, we were inside. 1 bought a beer, (1 was only 20 at the time, but the booze
police weren't too particular.)
We wandered through the lounge area into the dance floor. I spent the night
carousing and dancing to the likes of Skinny Puppy, Ministry, Prong, KMFDM, Front
242, Revolting Cocks. Sisters of Mercy, Consolidated, and Nine Inch Nails. I was
flashing in and out of existence in accordance with the constant strobe lightl loved
the patrons who meld with it
To start with, the place is dark. Real dark. Besides shouting to be heard over
the music. I now experienced the additional handicap of having to squint to see who
I was talking to. However, a dark bar has it's advantages, especially for the two
young patrons we saw intercoursing in the cage at the far end of the dance floor At
first, we thought they were just really excited about being there. It wasn't until we
got closer and observed a bare, white female butt pumping up and down on the
guy's lap that we realized the true nature of their activity. And contrary to what my
friends say, I really don't remember clinging to the chicken wire, gawking at these
frisky two for ten minutes while pushing away anyone who threatened to obstruct
my view. \es, you can get away with that stuff, which was evidenced by the joint
going around between three or four people in the area next to the playmates.
Despite the ethereal darkness, certain City Club nuances show up quite
well. Besides the asforementioned white butt and miles of bare skin(needless to say,
tures. If you pay your way in and leave, you may not re-enter without repaying the
city clubbers don't wear much), a connoisseur of visual art may enjoy the chalkwhite drawings that cover the walls. Swirling around every sqare inch of any vertical cover charge of $3. Granted, this is perfectly understandable. The insigniae for
denoting age(a big X if you're a minor, a cute design if you've reached the social
structure, deliciously sinister sketches reach out and grab you by the boo-boo.
status of 21). are done with a black marker. All one has to do is mark their hands
with an X beforehand and not pay, or have a friend who did pay meet everyone
outside to explain the nature of the "over-2r design. Still, it's a huge bar that is
packed from 11 pm until its closing at 4 am Can't they .it bid a stamper?
One more helpful hint for potential city clubbers Flush out your system as much
as possible before entering, for the bathrooms are a toxic adventure and a possible
disease receptacle
Regulation and employee encroachments aside, there are some more abstract or
social characteristics to keep in mind. The people who hang out her are, what they
would be called in the vernacular, freaks. They are young, and they dominate the
place every night, with their multiple body piercings, multicolored hair styles that
go in directions that haven't been invented yet, and exclusively Mack clothing. They
like bloody sex. It is not a meat market With a few exceptions, one cannot expect to
get laid with a new acquaintance. City Club is cluttered with various circles of
friends, who tend to keep to themselves. If they don't know you, they are generally
indifferent to your presence. However, on a few occasions, one might be slighted by
the blatant rudeness of another patron. Do not be alarmed They rarely say, "Excuse
me."
These observations might be validated by Bret's(my best friend, in case you
forgot) girlfriend, Kendra She has been run over several times by spaced-out people
One time, a security guard was dragging a garbage can across the floor. Well, the

Spelunking
through the
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Female thrash vocalist captivates crowds
AARON W. [S

By Baron HJeisbrod
U nfortunately when one thinks of hardcore/
thrash music, female vocalists usually aren't the first
image that springs to mind; but if Five Story Fall's
lead-screecher Charlotte Webb Swenson has her way
in the music industry (which is practically inevidable)
then it will only be a matter of time before this preconceived stereotype changes.
Accompanied by Jeff Tackett on back-up vocals
and guitar, Mike Pasch on drums, and new bassist
Chris Hughes (formerly of Mind Rage), FSF has been
tearing-up stages all over Ohio, as well as Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, and Pennsylvania. Charlotte also
revealed that the band has plans to invade Kentucky in

Green appearances are
few and far between,
however they usually
make Toledo appearances
on a somewhat routine
basis. Coinsidentally,
their next area gig is
TONIGHT at Whit's End
in Toledo, and cover
charge for this all ages

the near future.
As previously mentioned, hardcore female vocalists are a rare (if not nonexistent) breed, but Charlotte
takes it all in stride, sreaming and growling her way to
the top.
"My roots are punk...Musically, I suppose my
influences would be the old punk and hardcore bands
like Circle Jerks, Exploited, and Minor Threat." Charlotte explained.
And as if taking the local music scene by
the..."jewels" isn't enough, Charlotte also had the
inititive to form her own record label named
"Puppethead Records," which FSF's self-titled six-song
EP was recently released on.
The record, which combines elements of Industrial, Punk, Thrash, Hardcore, and Heavy-Metal (as
well as scattered sampling from sources such as
Hellraiser and Helter Skelter) is currently available on
both cassette and CD at Madhatter Music on Wooster
Street here in BG. as well as a number of other locations throughout the Toledo area.
Due to FSF's grueling tour scheduele, Bowling

w Mil 11
utj™-™ BT

show is only $2 (!). Whit's
End is located at 3557
Airport Highway (between Reynolds Road and
Byrne Road), and futher
information on the show
can be obtained through
Whit's End.
If bands such as
Pantera, Rage Against the

Machine, or White Zombie are your listening
preferences then don't
miss the opportunity to
see this great local band
in action tonight (or any
other night forthat matter). Trust me when I say
that in the near future,
you'll be sorry if you do.
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Nether/ cont. from p.6
can inadvertently caught itself on Kendra's skirt. She
(reed herself, but not without having to keep pace
with the bouncer until she figured out the hows and
whys of the attachment
Once. Kendra found herself in a dispute with a
bouncer over cranberry juice.
"I bought the juice at the bar but they put it in the
beer glasses," she said. "So the bouncer was convinced
I was drinking. He kept on sniffing it and sticking his
finger in it and tasting it"
Enough of that. Itt's time to mention a few
regulars whose company we've enjoyed on many a
Saturday night.
The first patron we only watched for a long time
before breaking the silence. He is "The Vampire." We
dubbed him so because of his shock of thick, black
curly hair, his wrenching, dark eyes, his linebacker
build, his intimidating height, and his white,
phophorescent skin. He was a joy to watch, especially
when any heavy Ministry came on. He would thrash
and flail about as if caught in the combines of a

diabolic machine. When David Koettcl. the keyboardist
tor Skinny Puppy died of a heroin overdose, Bret
decided that this tidbit would be a cool way to precipitate conversation with him He already knew.
Our second partner in Club Debauchery is Michael,
another regular who we always saw, but with whom
we never exchanged words. His most striking feature,
according to many, including him, is his resmblance to
Reverend Marilyn Manson, the nude, sexually radiant
lead singer of the band bearing his namesake. In fact,
before formally meeting Michael. I urinated beside him
at the Danzig/Marilyn Manson/Korn show at the
Detroit State Theatre Anyway, He scoffs about his
"Manson clone" identity.
"I met Marilyn once, and 1 went right up to him and
told him about how everybody said 1 looked like him."
he said. "Marilyn told me not to get anybody pregnant,
because he didn't want to hauled in on a paternity
suit."(Marilyris real name is Brian, in case you were
curious.)
Alas, Michael was interesting. He had the air of the

"Eternal Partyer But Not Do Much Hse" around
him.
Finally, we come to Shawn, a tall, skinny black
man who always wore goggles in a Kareem AbduhlJabbar fashion He was brought to our attention by
his festiveness. Whenever a desired song started
blasting through the speakers, he would expound
on the dance floor, screaming along with the lyrics.
No matter where you were, you could see him
because he towered over everyone else, and you
could always hear his strangled vocals. When he
talked to us. he usually offered information and
critiques on recent concerts. He was almost always
on mushrooms and making out with a different girl
every hour
1 don't make it to City Club often anymore. The
music has depreciated and the people who once
fascinated me have become commonplace. Still, it
remains my favorite place to intertwine myself with
music, booze, and friends. Til be dragging my
battered car up there soon enough.

An unfulfilled prophecy:
Walken's creepiness cant save horror film from ending up in hell
Rv Ryan
Rvnn Honeyman
Rniunman
By
Aft

'

HI

'

I'm an angel!"
Christopher Walken
scowls at a couple trying
to protect a child from his
clutches. "I kill firstborns
in front of their mothers
for breakfast!" An altogether disturbing line,
but when it comes from a
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master deadpan artist like
Walken, it nearly comes
out as being comical.
The Prophecy attempts
to strike a nerve with
loads of religious overtones about a second war
in heaven that has been
carried on since the
beginning of man, but
gets too bogged down in
trying to explain itself
along the way.
The war, fought over
the decision to let humans enter into heaven,
has divided the angelic
population and is now
being fought on Earth for
control over the soul of a
psychotic U.S. Army
Lieutenant which could
turn the tide of the war.
Gabriel (Walken)
leads the anti-human
league of angels against
Simon, played by an
overly mellow Eric Stoltz.
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Even when being burned
alive by Walken, Stoltz
seems to have his mind
elsewhere (possibly
pondering his next
project with Tarantino.)
The Prophecy's strongest punch, it's gothic.
religious overtones and
"the evil that angels do"
attitude are constantly
being hampered by its
preaching of the self
worth of man. Instead of
warring angels and otherworldly powers, the
audience mainly gets two
uninteresting supporting
characters fleeing
through the desert with
no clear answer as to
where they're heading.
You can really begin
to see the film slowly
dissolve when it seems
that none of the characters know what their next
move is going to be,
especially Walken, whose
thousands of years of
experience in this war
should have yielded a
decent plan by this time.
Even Walken's dark
portrayl of Gabriel becomes tiresome after a
while when the script
can't seem to find more

J

for him to do than scowl
angelic threats, sniff the
air (a favorite of many
characters in the film) or
pearch on anything ranging from a tombstone to
an RV. And the sad part
is, Walken is the movie's
strongest force of entertainment. His ultrasmooth demeanor and
cold stare show that he
was clearly the best
choice for the roll, but it
isn't always enough to
keep the audience going.
That's not to say that
The Prophecy is a total loss
altogether. There is a fair
share of frightening
imagery at times when
the film seems to piggyback on the success of
such thrillers as The
Exorcist and The Omen,
which are easily the best
of the genre. A scene in
which hundreds of angels
lie screaming in agony on
enormous skewers really
hits hard. In addition, a
late night appearance in
the desert by Satan with a
grimly deformed servant
also reaches for some
new ground in the horror
field.
Walken's dry brand of
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humor also saves the film
from taking its strong
religious and spiritual
overtones too seriously.
In one particular scene.
Walken sits with a group
of school children, teaching them how to play his
"special trumpet." As one
child uses it, an
earshattering blast comes
out and windows
throughout the school
break. The kids applaud
with delight, hugging
him. When later asked by
a schoolteacher who he is
and what he's doing
there, he simply shrugs
and replies, "That's a long
story." If only we could
hear it instead.
In the end. though.
The Prophecy falls prey to
poor editing and an
overall lack of focus.
Walken alone stands out
as the film's strong point.
He seems to relish in the
opportunity to play the
most potent evil in the
world. Hopefully, his next
script will be substantally
more thought out and
worthy of his unique
talent.

Rating Is out of 5 stars
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Saturday Night Live Has!
Lo-sGosse'1 !•

College Gameday

Movie *• ■tuc*vSf,*"09fl9 Comedy'Donna Dxon A
gorgeous blonde m^es an obese loser to dawer

Benny Hill

College Football Arcana at Hinois [Lw]

Football
Scoreboard

Absolutely
Fabulous iP

Kids in the
Hall

Mystery Science Theater
3000 <;RI

Horse Racing Wood*ar3 Stakes iLrve}

Survival ol
the Fittest
-Clear-

HBO

Inside (he
NFL »

Movie: • • Naked Gw 33 ' 3 TteFW
Insult" 11994} Leslie Nielsen. PG-> 3 IT

SC

Football
Fwecasi

Browns'
Series

Pennani
Chase

Major League Baseball Boston Red So* at Cleveland Indians From Jacobs Fie d

College Football A*ron at BowVig Green Slate (Joned
in Progress) (Live)

[11 t"C,Land Swamp
SCI Fl ol the G anls Thing I

Swamp
Thing !•'

Space 1999 TrW B-'ge-s
oHVonde' (Pan 2 of 2)

Movie:** . 7PG ,1972 0rarra.Or.erReed A2lstcentury couple defy a government ban on clvidrer"

WildC.AT S

Movie: •• C*"c,~eSO'Cfte's"09,92 P'fl"iaiGa'yBusey
Vetnarr -ele'ans reunite to avenge then fiends muroer

USA

Exosguad :' Highlander

Movie:** ' Batty s Day 0^" ^996)JoeMamegra A
■ -■";.-_- 'J-. ■.„}- ' ; \.' r> ;< ■ ■ A : • ,%•: F(i -

Movie: •• The SMUTI '9941 Albert Brooks Abaseba-'
s: . nt :■■ .■• '% aue"i ■'-:'■ ..: ■ : r, Jye' PG '3 ■

Movie: •• Casr* otEvt'11966. Hor-on Scon Brady
Hens atte*>c! the readmg ot a will at an island castle

Movie:*** "Escape F'on Ata'w (1979.Adventure)Cimi Eastwood
A :on',.ci plotsicescape*om re ■ -y :•,-. '-.>"■.:;■"■-■■ i- :■■■■■'■

Danger"

"ThtOuton
Josey Waes"

SATURDAY EVENING
! 6:00 1 6:30 1 7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30 1 9:00 1 9:30 I 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30 1 12:00 112:30
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD

News 1

CBS News

NewsR

NBC News

Cf\ [College Football:
uJ [Regional Coverage
©

Making It in Cash
America
Eiplosion

Dr Qumn. Medicine Woman For Bette-or Worse"
(B) (In Stereo) JC

Walker, Teiaa Ranger
WarJone (Ri ''■

Brotherly
Love 'Pilot

Minor
Adjust

Jeff
Foiworthy

Maybe This Movie:** fnfLno Van'0992I T*osuDjtan
Time Pilot" California teens unearth a Cro-Magnon man IT

mwrenc We> Show
SauleicNashvitte R

American E> p^nence !'■■ A . •'<■<:
R
Bun fj lory ol the West (R) K

SD
©

T.avelsm
Europe

Embroidery Lawrence Walk Show
Studio
Salute lo Nashville (R,

Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys I

Semteid
n i EM I

CD
©

Extraordinary (R)
Star Trek Deep Space
Nine Dtstani Voces X

lOuter Limits T"o
Sand-mgs ?

Miss America Pageant Hosts fleg-s Fh c ■- a- 3 Ka^ ? Lee G "ci |0<n M ss
Amerca 199S n me 7Sth pageant (in Stereo Uvet «

Entertainment Tonight
nSte-ec '•'
Sirens The Passer-ger
iR) (In Slereo) S.

NewTon s
School Bus Apple •:

iNews ".

American Experience Thi Way West
Approach ol Civilization' (R) K

Video
Connect

News (R) s Saturday
Night Live

Fresh
Prince

Family
Matters jr

Sneak
Previews

Austin City Limits R> |fci (OB Air)
Slereo)

ErTfH Neil
■ Slen

[CHI All)

Movie:*** rnefi^Kt,'? ,;i955)JackPaance An Pcldaactor kills' r"seS atte' osing hs ideais and his wile

Mystery! Rij<npc'e c* the Sntak
fid*-, VI |Part4of6i3T Previews

Martin iln
?'>:■■■- ■'

Preston
Episodes

Most
Cops
Tamra' ■'■ Wanted

alrange Luck Chance
Harper s strange JC* IT

Simpsons

riighlandcr The Set us
•FRaie" iRl

ttr

Highway
Palrol

Outer Limits 'The
Sandkigs'im Sweo) B.

Tales From Tales From Mystery Science Theater Comedy Showcase ,R)
the Crypt !! the Crypt it
Jn Slereo:

Home
Improve.

Movie:** 'Neaf"(i987) But Reynolds ALasVegas 4ews
bodyguard takes on a second-generation mobster

System

Mystery Science Theater Nowhere Man Ir^e
inceflibie Derek' JI

Saturday Ni hi Live
->se-t J-

E*rt57

One Night
Stand

Home
Improve.

Home
Improve

Simpsons
;in Ste'eo)

(OK Air)

Kung Fu: The Legend
Continues Gur'<Tte'S

CABLE STATIONS
COM

.•: Mystery Science
Theater 3000 iR

SportsESPN center
H80
SC

|Sland-Up.
Stand-Up

Cc'lege
Football

Dr Kati.
Therapist

«ge (Live) J

(5 30) Movia: *•• "Clear anj Preset Dange'
1 r.4 {.'-.- i Marr.s "( rrj .1- Sfc'eci PG-13 '•'

My Secret
SCIFI Identity
USA

'Monty
Python

jCoilege ^coibali '.'.■ -,*■

Kids in the
Mall

Twilight
Zor.e it

TalesOarkside

Buckeye
Race

Movie ..
O-'.-.i '•■ r •-•■■-. .\, FO •: ■
is used to commuixate w*th a capiive alien s.

<5 30» Movie: *«• T"ne Ouua* Jem HUM' (1976 Western) A
Confederate sod-er vo*s to avenge his family's murder (in Sle*eo)

SUNDAY MORNING

Comedy
Producl

Movie: •• lixkySUr
['M9)OcnnaDnon
Sportscenter

Movie .. . ! ■•■;■::.' fS»4' A :■-■■'■!..: ■ ::, :■• Movie: •**'. "Speed"! 1994. Suspense '
Comedy Hour R'-'^e
officer tackles a conupi senate (in Slereo) RI
bus is wired to explode * ri drops below 50 mph R' s; ODonneli" 'in Slereo) 1

College Football Wisconst\ at Stan'crd (Lrve)
My Secrel
Identity

Ben Stiller

College Football Sar» Dego State at Bngham Young From Provo. Utah (Lrve)

■■■

From
Belmont

War ot the Worlds . :■
Messiah iln Stereoi

Movie: **'- Every Which Waycul Loose "i1978. Comedy) Clmi
EastMOOd A man and his orangutan pal pursue the girl they eve

>ro
Football

Football
Insider

Tribe: Take Two Had
Sot ai Indians (R)

T*ilight
Zone if

prVesDarkside

Movie: *t*1 OrY'M1
(V-ji '-"'.• i:

Movie: •*» SafuOtaty UcMFeVW (t977)Aman's
ony escape from his humdrum existence is dancing

SEPTEMBER 17,1995
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BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
©
©
St
©
CD
CD
®)

iSOOl Home Shopping
Spree

Shop Spree

To Be
Announced

To Bo
Announced

Day ol
Oiscovcy ';

Kenneth Copeland

Sunday Morning I

HC News
Nightside

Your Mind I
Body IT

Worsriiplor
Shut-ins

Mass lor
Shut-ins

Power for
Living

Today Colummsl-authoi
WiiianSahre (inSlereo)v

Meet the Press "

Community
Close-Up

Fast Track

dour of Power in Ste-eo)

FH. Chroma Jack Van
Imps

Sesame Street iR).?

Magic
School Bus

European
Journal

Freedom Speaks

Tony Blown

Puule Place Lamb Chop
(In Stereo) S

Paid
Program

lOff Air)
OH Air)
lOfl Air)

Kidsongs
Stereo) a

(Off Air)

Coach Gary
Blackney

Feed the
Children

Martha
Stewart

Total Body
Power

Barney i
Friends X

Magic
School Bus

Future
Guest ''

Dragon Ball

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Biker Mice
From Mars

Really
Check

Space
Strikers

Teknoman

National
Geo

Skysurfer
Strike Force

Double
Dragon

Street
Sharks

Space
Strikers

Teknoman

Our House

4 CC! Movie: Three
Musketeers
■Attic*

Outdoor
Secrets

Animal
Adventures

California
Dreams

Fantastic
Four

Ste-t-

News «.

Hour of Power {in Ste'eo)

Church of Today

Double
Oregon

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Benny Hill

Sportsfigures

Sportscenter (R)

1's Your
Business

Decorator
Showcase

Mister
Rogers -

Jimmy Swaggart

Buckeye
Outdoors

Real Estate
Digest

Toledo Up
Front

James
Kennedy

Paid
Program

Iron Man'in
::

STATIONS
Paid
Program

:-v College Football
ESPN Michigan at Boston College

Besl of PGA
Golf

Politically
Incorrect

Politically
Incorrect

Politically
Incorrect

Politically
Incorrecl

Mystery Science Theater 3000 Attack ol
the Giant Leeches' IP'

Signature
Golf

inside Sr.
PGA

Inside ihe
PGA Tour

NFL Matchup (R)

Sport-

Legend ol
White Fang

Sonny List on: Life and
Death o4 a Champion

Mov#:*** lass* (i994iAcoiiiehe;ps
'■■■■... .-'i ' isrer adjust to country Wt PG

nside Pitch

Club Golf

Fantasy
Sports

Final Score

5ci-Fi Buzz

Mystery
Magic

nsideSpatt' C-Nei
iln Slereol
Central P

■ 4 20! Movie:**'; "SuOar MnT(1993
Oramai We;iey Smpes. (in Slereo) 'Ff X

Movie: •» '0arr<"?an"(i994. Comedy)
DamcnWaya"s in Stereo) PG-13 S

Stop the
Smogg'ps1

College Football NC
Stale at Fior»aa State

Paid
SCIFI Program
USA

■ Shining
Barney &
Time Station Frtends I

Dinosaurs
Paid
(In Stereo IK Program

Paid
COM Program

SC

I

Dinosaurs
n Stereo) It

CABLE

HBO

Power Rider
Barney &
Friends '

Roundtable

FactioiLile
■s

American
Adventurer

Prime Cuts

Beach
Extreme R)

Kid Club .Ri

(R)

Body by
Jake

Paid
Program

Paid
P'ogram

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

>aid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Is Your
Business

CNcr
Central ;Ri

Superman
Batman

tsyBitsy
Spider«

Problem
Child I

Teenage
Some the
Ninia Turtles Hedgehog

3W? • SejUemU* tS, 1995 - /to^t 10

(R)

Highlander

sweefcly

rVildCA.TS

ff

Sports
Reporters

Football
Forecast

Sportscenter

Sports
Advisors
One Step
Beyond

Exosquad
rVildC.AJ.S.
iln Stereo) S X

SUNDAY AFTERNOON SEPTEMBER 17.1995
11:30 I 12:00 I 12:30 I 1:00 I 1:30 I 2:00 I 2:30

3:00 I 3:30 I 4:00 I 4:30 I 5:00 I S:3A

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

Fact the
Nation «

CD

John Cooper Rocket
Replay

©

This Week With David
Innkley r.

Newton's
Apple 1
NFL Films
Presents
National
Geo

Community To Be
Gunsmoke'Otto"'
To Be
iToBe
Announced Showcase
Announced Road
i Announced
NFL Football Ct?vcana Brawns at Houston O'iers From the Ast'odame iLveiX
Tough
Target

On the Issue Paid
Program

Medicine
Boo*

Movie: ••»* "TheGotXathe'it972i Marion Brando A
V.i'.i; iHiV-.r -::•.;■ . r ■ :■-■.. -; •■ ' ;.:>. ■ :'.

NFL Football Ne* Engia^i Patncts at San Francisco
!9ers F-cm Candesiic* Pa* (Live'
{Furniiure 49 :Carieton
[Dick Clark's
Chipper Vac Miracle
Sheets
Rock n' Roll
Blade

McLaughlin McLaughlin Nova Seretofthe wia
Market to
Wildest
Changing
Market
Rivets
Faces
One on One Group
Child" i'Rl (in Stereo ~
Adam Smith' Tony Brown
Sewing With [Lawrence Welk Show
Frugal
Sew Many
This Old
Julia s
inlomercais
Nancy
I Sa.utetoNasnv e R
Gourmet i: Quills
House ('
Kitchen
McMillan Hit man pniiip Bamcdg? rn'orms
NFL Sunday '- >'?'•;- :' NFL Football '!<■* < -k f> a't!, v ■:,-.. - Bay Packers From uambeau Field (m Stereo jNfLPosl
Mac 'hat re is lo be i,$ neit victim
Game ■
L'vei X
Lilestyles'Spaso'Movie ••• Hosr,v Witness ';i96?jSa'" Watersfon j
Home Again Working
Lighter Side This Week in
Prem-erel
Woman R]
Jewish lawyer takes on me defense c* an Arac terrorist
of Sports
Motorsports
Movie:**'; '7heflcOer;i9B2,0»«ma i Jack Nicholson Movie: ** "rne rtana" 11960. Adventure) M*naei Ca.ne iGolden Girls [Empty Nest
American Gladiators i'
A bcfoer guard s values clash wan tnose ,1 his co-workers Mooern-day plates lake a man a"d his son prisoner
ite'eo) X
Mind's Eye: Obsessions
and Compulsions

Firing Line: To the
Terror B«i
Contrary
Nova Secret ol the Wild
Old (Pj (In Stereo) X

CABLE STATIONS
Movie: ** "The Ken.,uc*yfned'M0ve'il977) Evan Kim Movie •* . ftp Seen*
Sa:i :ai ■•-' ■ ■ > •' > "■ •■■. rj ~< - •*" ■ ■■.!■■■
1994 ComedyiVaiK.^ei
Aulo Racing■iWSAWorU Sports Car Cna~piy>viirj
Drag Racing Auto Racing
ESPN
From Houston
Movie: dnd-e 11994) A 9.0 be'riends an Movie t. . ireC r"
Movie** "lrY£toAnytfirng''(i994.Comedy|N»ckNc>',e
Movie:** Ac? Vertwa PetDe&cwe ii994> A goofy
HBO A strugg «"3 actor gels custody ot his precocious daughter, gumshoe probes rne kdnappmg ot the Mia"" dolphin x ■n|ured seal nursing i pack to "earn PG
1994, Susan Sa'andcr X
Major League Baseball Boston Red Sox at Cleveland Indans Frcm Jacobs F*ia (Live)
Coiltge Soccer Duke at C«mson (Joined
Pro Football Inside Pitch Indians
SC Weekly Ri
inProgressHLwe)
Showcase
Science

Movie:*** Aifffane'">^96Q Comedy) Robert Mays

Police
Police
Squad'
Golf VFo-ndancCeieC'-v
Oassc

COM Theater 300O Food poisomng cuts a ,et's fate m a neurotic lye* s narxls Squad!
Running

NFL Gameday

Voyage to the Bottom ol
!he Sea '.-'eBomb
Knight Rider' Out c4 me
Woods" il" Stereo;

i 23> One

(SCIFI Step Beyond
USA

Eiosquad

Triathlon
Work) Cup

World Wrestling
Federation Action Zone

Movie:** , ■'Wyts:e*onlheCa,npus" 11958'Arthur
Movie:**'. OTw
Fran: Prehistore f>$h piood turns a professo* into a beast Dew (I993i (in Stereo) X

U.F.O Tmeiasi

Movie:* (MOflllanfc"i:i992>MatthewBrode'ick A
yopo<e comps a backwater town <or his missing sister

Movie: **'J PmeLuCk' (1991 Comedyl Mann Short A
private investigator seeks a clumsy heiress iir Stereo) 31

SUNDAY EVENING
s^sMBlllhlslM'IF IIMMIIIilB
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD

News I

COM
ESPN
HBO
SC
SCIFI
USA

v:uu

■■llWlljlallWIilJ

V:.M

Cybill.«

Brotherly
Love I

Minor
Adiust

Movie: ",?0y.»"(<995. Drama i Melissa Gilbert A
Mad About You' Up m
Smoke" (R) (in Stereo) IT Russian orphan l-nds success and Iclune *i America

News it

Siskelt
Ebtrt

Forever Knicjhl Bia;«
Buddha

Home
Videos

Lois A Clark-Superman

Movie: 'The S!fangerBes>XMe'\i9%\ A woman
discovers he> husband is h<Jing a shocking secret 3T

Firewt II to
Fat

Paid
Program

Highway
PaTroi

Nature Sp ^ts of ne
Forest" (R) (In Stereo) K

Masterpiece Theatre "Memento Mo" Agmo
Londoners receive anonymous phone calls In) 3t

Today s 1st Richard Wright Black Boy 1' Sterec
Ed.

Ghostwriter Ghostwriter Austin City Limits (B1 (In Nilure Spirits ol the
Hn Siereol
(in Slceoi
Stereo)
Forest" (R) (In Siereo) X

Masterpiece Theatre Memento Mor AomQ
Londoners receive anonymous phene cans !H) .if

Viewer's Choice

Star Trek Voyager
Projections" (In stereo)

Simpsons
(RlJC

Uamed...
With

World ol National
Geographic

Flipper

Star Trek: Voyager
Proieclons' |mStereo)

Home
Improve

Empty Nest Home
.In Slereoi
Videos

Lawrence Welk Show
'Salute Ic Nashville" R

Secrets of... Secetsot
tie Gow Rush*' s

Most
Wanted

iHome
Improve.

Simpsons

(Almost
Perfect I

Partners
Pilot" J

Client Pilot Aia^y aw atfDrneytichtstOf therights
ol children and custody ol her own ff

Ned and
Stacey c

Babylon 5 G'opos' ,R.
Sirens The Passe^rje'
(Rj tin Siereo) S

Movie: HjnsCrMfa"
Anderse" '%2 Mescal

Emergency

Star Trek: Deep Space
NineiRiiJnStereoTB

Star Trek The Nert
Generition (In Siereo) S

Mews

Sports Xtra This Week
in Baseball

Uurphy
Brown S

Straight
Talk

Kenneth
Copeland

Allen
Rewires

E.it 57

DropDonkey

Monty
Python

London
Und

Call (T

Major League Baseball Atlanta Braves di CVKaWM Reds Ffflff Rrverlton!
Stadium (iTveiff

515 Uovie: ••'.- TreC'enr'11994
Suspense'. Susan Saranoon PG-13' I

m*

College
Soccer

Scoreboard Browns
Cenlral
Showcase

Maipr Dad
(In Stereo)

Wings tin
Siereol X

Weird
Science ■'

MONDAY EVENING

p Bmao '•

Extremists

Movie •** AirpaWi^aolRoceriHays Food
poisoning p.ts a ret s late m a neurotic dyer's hands

iVings ■
StereoJS

(OH Air)

Renegade Sa-;:0"
Bhygji weddmg

John Leguizamo: SpicORema

TalesDarkside

Highway
Patrol

Beverly Mills. 9021: I
Siereo) JC

NFL Primetime

Twihgtll
-,
Movie->i
Xmm Denial" (1993) I Zone «

iMght Stand

Pointman Father
Conme' (Rj (in Ste'eo* 5

Baseball Tonight

From
Belmont

Quntinokt' Drago

Star Trek: Deep Space
nSnelRhlnStereoTl

;S 001 Movie: ee'i Too
5«re»(i994. Comedy!

Buckeye
Race

'Jews tt

^^3J^I2MM^I2^30

60 Minutes Season
P-em-erei (tn Stereo) JC

NFL Football: Panels al
1*1:
Cosby
Shows

®
SD
G3
CD
S3

CBS News

^^ji^»jjii^n^"

Uovie: *** Tt^e Its (1994. Amso Sc-evauenegger A man
lives the double Me ol a spy and a family man. ,'ln Sle'eoi R &

Amazing
Stories ?

Absolutely
Fabulous

Sportscenter I

20 Yean ol Comedy on HBO Host
George Ca'in (R) (in Stereoi P.

NFL Primetime.R)
Movie: "The Tusnegee
Airmen (1995. D'ama) Jl

Racing
Home

Auto Racing Fcmuia 2 and late Model Stock Cars

On Pit Road Final
Edition

Tribe: Take Two Rcd
Sciat'-da-s P

Amaiing
Stories X

Sci-Fr Buu

Twilight
Zone's:

Amazino
Stones &

Mystery
Magic

1

Uovie: TheCo'ony"! 995)JohnRilter Ruleveakers m an enCuswe community meet win death

Inside
Space

C-Nk»t
Central

Silk StaikiMs "Pulp
Addicticn" X

[Tales[Darkside

Silk Stalkmgs "Time
Snare" ;R) 'In Stereo) 7

[Amazing
[Stories a

Highlander Bad Day n
Buikkng A (inSteteoiX

SEPTEMBER 18,1995

■:fli:ia«r»iia^'jii:iMBBsgwaTiHiTiii iifrMi i R'JII i fr.'iis »ff owvn. iii

6:011 I 6:30 I 7:00
BROADCAST STATIONS

Murphy
Brown X
Ent.
Tonight
ABC World Cops (In
News
Stereo■S
All
Purposes

Business
Report

rt Not lor
You X

NFL Football Pitisbjrgh Steeiers at Marr i Doiph -s From Joe Robbie Stadium
(In Stereo Live) X

Secrets of.. "Secelsol
the Wme Country" S

American Eipenence The Way West Gandy
EasiEnders Charlie Rose it" S:ccc.
The War (o'The Black H4s* (RiT
Dancers ir

[Off Air)

Secrets ol... Secrets ol
he Wne Country" X

American Eipenence The Way West Gandy
The War lor (he Black H*s" (R) X
Dancers |

Being
Served

Charlie Rose tin Stereo1

Instruc.onai

Married.
With

Night Court Stephanie Miller ii;Partiol2l Stereo)

Seinfeld tin Coach-19 Meirose Place (in Stereo l Partners'A Ned and
Stereo) S Canc*es I
Dress" X
Stacey I

Home
Improve.

Rosesnne
(In Stereo)

Late Late
Show I

Marshal'Bjy Hard fC

Home
mprove.

Simpsons
In Stereo)

Tonight Show (h Stereoi Late Night
X
"~ Stereo)

Most
Wanted

Frugal
Gourmet

Highway
PaTroi

Late Show (in Stereo) X

News X

I

In the
Housed

MacNeitAehrer
Newihour [
Simpsons
In Stereo)

NewsE

Fresh
Prince

MKNeil..
Newshour ]

Country
Dinosaurs
Music OSA (In Siereo i

Chicago Hope Hec
Goodbye' X

Movie: Zoya (1995. Dfama! Melissa G fcert Zoya
frames again and opens her own business X

Hard Copy

Wild
America .1

Home
mprove.

Star Trek Voyager
"Elogium* (In Stereo) X

Star Trek: Voyager
Elogium" (In Siereo) X

Nowhere Han
Press Boi
Something About Her" X

,terTrek:Voy»oef
Etogjum" (In Stereo) X

Nowhere Man
Something ADoul Her' X

Rush
Umbaugh

M'A'S'H
Der Tag"

Stephanie Miller iln
Stereo]
Married
With

Rush
Limbaugh

Paid
Program

Star Trek: The Next
Generation (in Stereo) X

lephanie
lilftr

CABLE STATIONS
COM
ESPN
HBO
SC

StandUp.
SUnd-Up

Whose
Line?

Up Close

Sportsctnter

Kids in the
Hall

JBsOutely
Fabulous

Drop.
Donkey

NFL Prime Monday

Whose
Una?

London
Und.

Saturday Night Live Joe
Peso. Spii Ooctors

Politically
Incorrect

Kids in the
Hall

Auto
Racing

Auto
Racing

Water Skiing AV7SA
National Show Ski

Baseball
Tonight

Sportscenter s

Movie: **'r "RoomHood Wenm rir/ils"(t993IMel Hevfr. eee'i "FatalH>rae\Kn"(19871A husband
Dream On
rlrooks' warped vision ol the legendary outlaw. X
comes to regret a ting with an unstable woman 'R' E PI I

Larry
Sanders T

Tonrte

Indians
Showcase

From
Belmont

Mystery Science Theater
3(W0(H)
Baseball
Tonight

Movie: lruman"(l995)GarySir'ise Harry Truman
becomes Amerca s Dresden at a crucial hour S

Coach Lou
Holti

College Football: VanoerDilt at Noire Dame. From
South Bend. Ind

Sii Uillion OoUr Han

Twilight
Zone?

TalesDarkside

Suantum Leap A Leap
lorLsa-J.ieJS 195'

Uovie: "Fanlasric voyage"(l966)Aminjjtuiaed
surgical learn « niecteo rw.0 a man's body

Twilight
Zone*!

TalesDartsido

Quantum Leap A Leap
tor Lisa-June 25. 1957'

Renegade Second
Chance" (In Siereo) S

Wings im
Stereo] J

Wlnga iln
S'ereo.:»

Murder, She Wrola
"Broadway Malady" I

WWF: Monday Night

Wings The
Bogey Man-

M

Quantum Leap (I"
Stereo) X

SCIFI
USA

Stand -Up,
Stand-Up

Auto Racing Cleveland
Electric Formula Casstc

Forever Knight Black
Buddha

College Football Michigan Slate al Louisville

7V7Z ■ Sefitemte* tS. 199S • f^c it

This special
section will
contain a variety
of stories covering
college eating
habits, current
health trends and
local reviews of
eating and
entertainment
establishments.
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Fortune "
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Weekend Reality Magazine is published
every Friday in The BG News with a
different feature story each week.
Weekend Reality contains TV Listings,
movie reviews, band reviews, upcoming
events, interviews and much more. This is
a wonderful opportunity lor you to
advertise in the Weekend Reality and be
seen by it's 19,000 readers every single
week!

Sign up to run all 13 weeks ol the Fall
semester beginning September 8,1995.
Your ad size and copy could vary Irom
week to week as long as you run at least a
6 column inch ad.

$5.15 per column inch
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Sign up to run between 7-12 weeks ot
the Fall semester beginning anytime
after September 8,1995. Your ad size
and copy could vary from week to week
as long as you run at least a 6 column
inch ad.

$5.45 per column inch
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Sign up to run between 1-6 weeks of the
Fall semester beginning anytime after
September 8,1995. Your ad and copy
could vary from week to week as long as
you run at least a 6 column inch ad.

$6.10 per column inch
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